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This paper investigates the relation between corporate political connections and govern-

ment investment. We study various forms of political influence, ranging from passive

connections between firms and politicians, such as those based on politicians’ voting

districts, to active forms, such as lobbying, campaign contributions, and employment of

connected directors. Using hand-collected data on firm applications for capital under the

Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), we find that politically connected firms are more

likely to be funded, controlling for other characteristics. Yet investments in politically

connected firms underperform those in unconnected firms. Overall, we show that connec-

tions between firms and regulators are associated with distortions in investment efficiency.
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1. Introduction

The fabric of corporate political connections is at the
heart of research on political economy. A number of studies
show that political connections increase firm value (Fisman,
2001; Faccio, 2006) and that firms actively establish political
connections via hiring politically connected directors and
financing election campaigns (Goldman, Rocholl, and So,
2009; Cooper, Gulen, and Ovtchinnikov, 2010). Although the
link between political connections and firm value is reason-
ably well established, we know less about the mechanisms
through which such connections create firm value and affect
real economic outcomes. This article investigates one such
mechanism: the access of politically connected firms to
government investment funds.

Our study focuses on the financial crisis of 2008–2009,
thus exploiting an economywide shock, which simulta-
neously affected a large cross-section of firms and resulted
in the largest federal investment program in US history. We
study a broad array of political connections, ranging from
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the relatively passive ties between firms and politicians,
such as those based on politicians’ voting districts, to the
more active forms of influence, such as lobbying, political
contributions, and recruitment of politically connected
directors. Using a novel, hand-collected data set on firms’
applications for federal investment under the Troubled
Asset Relief Program (TARP), we test the role of political
influence across three dimensions: (1) firm decisions to
apply for government investment; (2) government decisions
to allocate investment funds; and (3) expost performance of
investments in politically connected firms.

We motivate our analysis with several hypotheses. One
hypothesis is that firms with political connections receive
favorable treatment in the allocation of government funds.
This view would be consistent with theories of the politics
of government ownership and investment (e.g., Shleifer and
Vishny, 1994), which suggest that federal capital is used to
accommodate private interests of politicians, such as secur-
ing electorate votes, funding election campaigns, and
extracting personal benefits from corporate lobbying. Under
this scenario, firms’ incentives to use their political influence
to obtain government investment are likely to be stronger
for underperforming firms, where government funds are
more critical for their survival. For example, the financial
press reports cases when politicians went as far as changing
the text of the legislation to save ailing firms in their home
state in response to petitions by firms that were too weak to
qualify for government investments (Paletta and Enrich,
2009). The external audits of government investments in
2008–2009 disclose documented outside inquiries on invest-
ment applications from 56 firms, whose identities are not
disclosed.1 The alleged attempts of external influence on
regulators were sufficiently significant that on January 27,
2009, the Treasury established a formal restriction on
contacts with lobbyists regarding applications for federal
investment to ‘‘limit lobbyist influence in federal invest-
ment decisions.’’2 This hypothesis predicts that politically
connected firms are more likely to receive government
funds and that subsequent returns on these investments
are likely to trail those on their unconnected peers, as
predicted in Stigler (1971), Shleifer and Vishny (1994), and
Banerjee (1997).

An alternative hypothesis posits that firms were capital
rationed during the financial crisis because of the spike in
the cost of financing and the information asymmetries
between firms and investors (e.g., Myers and Majluf, 1984;
Greenwald, Stiglitz, and Weiss, 1984). In this case, firms
may use their lobbying efforts and connections to politicians
and regulators to provide government officials with valuable
information about firms’ financial condition and future
outlook. Under this hypothesis, first modeled in the seminal
work by Downs (1957), political connections can mitigate
the information asymmetry between government officials
and the firm and result in more informed federal invest-
ment decisions. This hypothesis predicts that politically
1 Quarterly report to Congress by the special inspector general of the

Troubled Asset Relief Program, October 21, 2009.
2 US Department of Treasury, 2009. Treasury secretary opens term

with new rules to bolster transparency, limit lobbyist influence in

federal investment decisions. Press release, January 27.
connected firms are more likely to receive government
investment funds and that these investments are likely to
outperform those in unconnected firms.

A third possibility is that firms’ political connections do
not play a significant role in the allocation of government
investments. For example, public scrutiny of political influ-
ence via campaign contributions, lobbying efforts, and direc-
torship ties to regulators (all publicly observable in the
United States), as well as the audit of federal investment
programs, may negate attempts to influence government
decisions. In particular, career concerns of federal officials
under close monitoring (Fama, 1980) represent one mechan-
ism limiting the efficacy of corporate political connections. In
fact, government officials may treat investments in connected
firms with extra caution to defend themselves against future
accusations. This hypothesis predicts no difference in govern-
ment capital allocation and investment returns between
politically connected and unconnected firms.

Our empirical analysis focuses on the Capital Purchase
Program (CPP), the first and largest TARP initiative. Initiated
in October 2008 and closed in December 2009, CPP invested
$205 billion in government funds. To determine the appli-
cation status of firms eligible for CPP (application submis-
sions are not disclosed by regulators), we hand-collect these
data from press releases, annual and quarterly reports,
proxy statements, and other filings. We are able to ascertain
the application status of 537 public firms eligible to parti-
cipate in the program (89.5% of all eligible public firms),
which account for 92.7% of the program’s investment funds.

We introduce four variables of political influence. Our
first measure captures firm ties to the main decision
makers in the CPP investment process: banking regulators
and the Treasury. We consider a firm to be connected via
this measure if it employed a director in 2008–2009 with
simultaneous or former work experience at either a bank-
ing regulator or the Treasury. Our second proxy is a firm’s
connection to a member of the House Financial Services
Committee, which played a key role in the development of
federal investment programs. We consider a firm to be
connected to a Congress representative if it is headquar-
tered in his or her district. Our third measure of political
influence is a firm’s size-adjusted amount of expenditures
on lobbying Congress and banking regulators on the issues
of banking, finance, or bankruptcy in 2008–2009. Our
fourth measure is a firm’s size-adjusted amount of cam-
paign contributions to the House Financial Services Com-
mittee in the 2008 election cycle. Overall, these variables
proxy for the various mechanisms of a firm’s influence
on government officials involved in developing and
implementing CPP.

Our first set of empirical results concerns the determi-
nants of a firm’s decision to apply for CPP. We find that
the overwhelming majority (80.2%) of public firms eligible
to participate in CPP submitted applications for invest-
ment, a finding consistent with the attractive financial
conditions of the program, a simple application proce-
dure, and an option to refuse CPP funds after application
approval. As expected, the firms that chose not to apply
for CPP were the best-capitalized financial institutions,
which had a lower need for additional capital. We do not
find reliable evidence that a firm’s political connections
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are associated with the decision to apply for CPP, a result
consistent with the wide awareness of the program and
the low cost of applying. This evidence speaks against the
possibility that a firm’s connections to regulators and
politicians proxy for its familiarity with the terms of the
program or its comfort with government involvement in
corporate affairs.

Next, we study the determinants of application approvals
by regulators. We find that a firm’s political connections are
positively associated with the likelihood of application
approval, controlling for other financial and fundamental
factors reported by regulators as decision criteria in the
selection process. The strong positive association between
political connections and application approvals appears for
both connections to legislators—congressional committees
charged with developing TARP—and connections to agencies
tasked with program implementation—banking regulators
and the Treasury. We also evaluate the relative efficacy of
various forms of political influence. Firms employing a
director who worked at the Treasury or one of the banking
regulators were 9.1 percentage points more likely to be
approved for government funds, controlling for other factors.
Firms headquartered in the election districts of House
members on key finance committees were 6.3 percentage
points more likely to be approved. An increase of one
standard deviation in size-adjusted lobbying expenditure
(campaign contributions) corresponds to an increase of 7.6
(5.0) percentage points in the likelihood of being approved.

Although we explicitly control for firm size, financial
condition, and other factors declared by regulators as CPP
decision criteria, it is possible that firms’ political connec-
tions are correlated with other dimensions of systemic
importance unaccounted for by our controls. To accom-
modate this possibility, all of our tests exclude the largest
CPP investments announced at program initiation, which
were made in institutions of nationwide importance. As a
proxy for systemic importance at the national level, we
identify banks that are classified by regulators as mem-
bers of Peer Group 1—the subset of the largest financial
firms, as determined by the Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council. To control for systemic importance
at the state level, we repeat our tests in samples matched
on firm size and on firm size within the same home state,
and obtain similar results. We also estimate firms’ sys-
temic importance using DCoVaR, a measure proposed in
Adrian and Brunnermeier (2011), and find that our con-
clusions persist under alternative measures of systemic
risk. Our results are also robust to excluding other large
firms, firms headquartered in New York, and firms with
the best or worst financial condition.

It is possible that a firm’s political connections are
correlated with some unaccounted for or unobserved
characteristics that increase a firm’s likelihood of receiv-
ing government funds but are unrelated to political
influence. To address this possibility, we construct pla-
cebo measures for each of our variables of political
connections. For connections to regulators via director-
ships, we select firms that had such a connection in 2006–
2007 but not in 2008–2009. For connections to Congress,
we select firms headquartered in the districts of House
members who served on the House Financial Services
Committee in the 109th Congress (2005–2007), but not
during the administration of CPP. As a placebo measure
for lobbying expenditures, we use size-adjusted amount
of corporate lobbying expenditures during the adminis-
tration of CPP (2008–2009) spent on government agencies
unrelated to CPP—that is, government agencies excluding
Congress, Treasury, and banking regulators. As a placebo
measure for campaign contributions, we use the amount
of size-adjusted campaign contributions to candidates
that ran as challengers in the 2008 congressional election
and lost. We find that these placebo measures have little
effect on application approvals. Collectively, these results
indicate that our evidence is unlikely to be explained by
omitted firm characteristics correlated with measures of
political influence.

Our final set of analyses investigates the expost perfor-
mance of investments in politically connected and uncon-
nected firms. In difference-in-differences tests, we find that
politically connected recipients of government funds reliably
underperform unconnected recipients according to both
stock-based and accounting-based performance measures.
Following the administration of CPP, recipients in the top
quartile on political connections experienced a 0.2 percen-
tage points decline in quarterly return on assets (ROA), a 1.4
percentage points decline in quarterly market-adjusted stock
returns, and a 6.1 percentage points decline in Tobin’s Q, as
compared to firms in the bottom quartile on political
connections. In contrast, the performance of politically con-
nected and unconnected firms was not significantly different
before CPP investments.

Overall, the results in this article document a strong
relation between a firm’s political connections and its access
to government capital. The outcome of investments in
politically connected firms is consistent with agency-type
inefficiencies from political influence predicted in Shleifer
and Vishny (1994) and is inconsistent with the efficiency-
improving role of political connections.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related literature. Section 3 describes data and
variables. Section 4 presents empirical results. The con-
clusion provides summary and commentary.

2. Related literature

Our paper is part of a literature pioneered by Stigler
(1971) and Peltzman (1976) that studies how politics
influences economic regulation.3 More specifically, our
research adds to the literature on the role of political
factors in capital allocation, a topic that has been exam-
ined primarily in foreign markets.

For example, Sapienza (2004) finds that the interest
rates charged by government-owned banks in Italy reflect
the power of the party that controls the bank, resulting in
preferential access to capital for party-affiliated bor-
rowers. Faccio, Masulis, and McConnell (2006) provide
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evidence that politically connected firms are more likely
to receive government funds in case of distress in 35
countries, especially if these countries receive funding
from the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund.
Dinc (2005) finds that government-owned banks outside
the United States increase their lending activity in elec-
tion years to gain voter support.

We study political ties in the United States and show
that corporate political influence is significantly related to
economic outcomes even under strong corporate govern-
ance by international standards and despite the public
disclosure of lobbying and political contributions. The US
setting also enables us to provide one of the most
comprehensive studies of the various measures of poli-
tical influence, to consider them simultaneously, and to
examine their relative importance. Lastly, our research
design enables us to offer the first formal evidence on the
propensity of firms to apply for federal investment and to
study government investment decisions under one uni-
fied program with a well-defined set of selection criteria
and large economic effects on the corporate sector.

Our research also contributes to the literature on political
activism and firm value and helps reconcile prior empirical
findings. In previous studies, Roberts (1990), Fisman (2001),
Faccio (2006), Faccio and Parsley (2009), Goldman, Rocholl,
and So (2009), and Cooper, Gulen, and Ovtchinnikov (2010)
find that corporate political ties have a positive effect on firm
value. Goldman, Rocholl, and So (2010) also document the
real effects of political connections on corporate financial
decisions and show that politically connected firms have
preferential access to government procurement contracts.
Others, such as Aggarwal, Meschke, and Wang (2011), argue
that political activism is indicative of agency problems and
show that firms with high political contributions experience
lower risk-adjusted returns. Our evidence suggests that
political connections serve as an insurance mechanism
against extreme events. Thus, for example, the victory of a
politician connected to the firm will increase the insurance
value. However, this value will gradually decrease absent the
occurrence of extreme events.

Previous literature has also shown that politically con-
nected firms have higher leverage ratios than their noncon-
nected peers (e.g., Johnson and Mitton, 2003; Cull and Xu,
2005). Our results are consistent with one possible explana-
tion for these findings—that lenders may rely on an implicit
government guarantee that politically connected firms will
have access to government funds in case of a liquidity shock.

We also add to the literature on the interaction between
firms and congressional committees. Kroszner and Stratmann
(1998) develop a positive theory of specialized, committee-
based congressional organization that fosters ties between
interest groups and legislators through reputation building.
Our research supports this theory by showing that connec-
tions of financial institutions to specific congressional sub-
committees affect the allocation of government investments.

Lastly, our research contributes to the growing litera-
ture on financial regulation during the credit crisis of
2008. Veronesi and Zingales (2010) study the costs and
benefits of TARP by examining the changes in enterprise
value of the largest program participants around the
announcement of first capital infusions. They argue that
the first recipients of federal investments realized sub-
stantial gains from the program and identify the banks
that were the biggest winners. Duchin and Sosyura (2011)
study the effect of TARP investments on risk taking and
credit origination in the financial sector. The authors find
that TARP capital investments were associated with a
significant increase in risk taking by recipient banks, but
had little effect on the volume of originated credit. Finally,
a number of studies, such as Harvey (2009) and Diamond
and Rajan (2011), evaluate various alternatives to the
bailout. Although we do not discuss these alternatives,
our results highlight one source of inefficiencies in the
original investment program. In particular, to the extent
that political connections played a role in the distribution
of government capital, this influence was associated with
lower returns on federal investments.

3. Sample construction and main variables

3.1. Capital purchase program

On October 3, 2008, the Emergency Economic Stabiliza-
tion Act (EESA) was signed into law. The act authorized
TARP—a system of federal initiatives aimed at stabilizing
the US financial system. According to the original plan, the
Treasury intended to buy insolvent bank loans and mort-
gage-backed securities, hold these assets, and later sell them
to private investors. However, on October 14, 2008 the
government announced a revised plan—the Capital Pur-
chase Program—which authorized the Treasury to invest up
to $250 billion in financial institutions. Initiated in October
2008 and terminated in December 2009, CPP invested
$204.9 billion in 707 financial institutions, becoming the
first and largest TARP initiative by the amount of disbursed
capital and the number of participating firms.

In exchange for CPP capital, banks provide the Treasury
with cumulative perpetual preferred stock, which pays
quarterly dividends at an annual yield of 5% for the first 5
years and 9% thereafter. The amount of the investment in
preferred shares is determined by the Treasury, subject to
the minimum threshold of 1% of a firm’s risk-weighted
assets (RWA) and a maximum threshold of 3% of RWA or
$25 billion, whichever is smaller. In addition to the pre-
ferred stock, the Treasury obtains warrants for the common
stock of publicly traded firms. The warrants, valid for ten
years, are issued for such number of common shares that
the aggregate market value of the covered common shares
is equal to 15% of the investment in the preferred stock.

3.2. Sample firms

Financial institutions eligible to participate in CPP
comprise domestically controlled banks, bank holding
companies, savings associations, and savings and loan
holding companies. For all banks and savings associations
controlled by a holding company, CPP investments are
made at the level of the holding company.

To construct our sample of firms, we begin with a list of
all public domestically controlled financial institutions that
were eligible for CPP participation and were active as of
September 30, 2008, the quarter immediately preceding the
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administration of CPP. This initial list includes 600 public
financial institutions. Our focus on public firms is motivated
by two reasons. First, the regulatory filings of public firms
allow us to identify whether a particular firm applied for
CPP funds. Second, stock price data for public institutions
enable us to analyze the returns on federal investments
using market values. The public financial institutions
account for the overwhelming majority (92.7%) of all capital
invested under CPP. In particular, the 295 public recipients
of CPP funds obtained $190.1 billion under CPP, according to
the data from the Treasury’s Office of Financial Stability.

To apply for CPP funds, a qualifying financial institu-
tion (QFI) submits a short two-page application (by the
deadline of November 14, 2008) to its primary federal
banking regulator: the Federal Reserve, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), or the Office of Thrift
Supervision (OTS). The details on these banking regulators
and their oversight responsibilities are summarized in
Appendix A. If the initial review by the banking regulator
is successful, the application is forwarded to the Treasury,
which makes the final decision on the investment.

To identify CPP applicants and to determine the status
of each application, we read quarterly filings, annual
reports, and proxy statements of all CPP-eligible public
financial institutions, starting at the beginning of the
fourth quarter of 2008 and ending at the end of the fourth
quarter of 2009. We also supplement these sources with a
search of each firm’s press releases for any mentioning of
CPP or TARP and, in cases of missing data, we call the
firm’s investment relations department for verification.
529 Firms comprise  
the main sample  

337 Firms were approved 

600 Publicly traded firms  
eligible for CPP investments 

424 Firms applied for CPP 
investments 

286 Firms received CPP funds 

Exclude 63 firms with no 
information on CPP status 

Exclude the first set of 8 large 
investments at CPP initiation 

105 firms did not apply for CPP 
investments 

87 firms were not approved 

51 firms declined CPP funds 

537 firms with known CPP 
application status 

Fig. 1. Sample firms and their CPP applications. This figure illustrates

the partitioning of firms eligible for CPP assistance based on the status of

their CPP applications.
Appendix B shows sample disclosures made by public
financial institutions regarding their applications to CPP
or their decisions not to participate in the program. Using
this procedure, we are able to ascertain the application
status of 537 of the 600 public firms eligible for CPP
(89.5% of all eligible public firms).

From the set of 537 firms with available data, we exclude
the first wave of CPP recipients—namely, the largest program
participants announced at program initiation on October 14,
2008, thus arriving at our final sample of 529 firms. The
excluded firms comprise Citigroup, JP Morgan, Bank of
America (including Merrill Lynch), Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley, State Street, Bank of New York Mellon, and Wells
Fargo (including Wachovia). It has been argued that these
institutions would have received government funding irre-
spective of their financial status or political connections as
‘‘too-big-to-fail’’ firms, which are critical for the stability of
the financial system. There is also anecdotal evidence that
some of these firms may have been requested to participate
in CPP by the regulators to provide a signal to the market at
the launch of the program (Solomon and Enrich, 2008). We
follow a conservative approach and exclude these firms from
our sample. Our results are not sensitive to this sample
restriction and remain the same if we retain these large firms.

Of the 529 firms in our final sample, 424 firms (80.2%)
submitted CPP applications, and the remaining 105 firms
explicitly stated their decision not to apply for CPP funds.
Among the 424 submitted applications, 337 applications
(79.5%) were approved for funding. Finally, among the
firms approved for funding, 286 (84.9%) accepted the
investment, while 51 firms (15.1%) declined the funds.
Fig. 1 illustrates the partitioning of eligible firms into each
of these subgroups. Panel A of Table 1 presents summary
statistics on these investments. The average (median)
amount of CPP investment in our final sample is $263.0
($32.1) million.

3.3. Financial and demographic variables

To control for firms’ financial condition and perfor-
mance in the allocation of government investments, we
follow the standardized assessment system employed by
banking regulators in the review of CPP applications—the
Camels rating system. The system derives its name from
the six factors that are evaluated: Capital adequacy, Asset
quality, Management, Earnings, Liquidity, and Sensitivity
to market risk. Each of the six dimensions is rated by the
firm’s banking regulator on a scale from 1 (best) to 5
(worst) based on the financial statements and onsite
examinations. These scores are then aggregated into one
overall score of a firm’s financial health.

Because the values of Camels ratings are confidential,
we introduce proxy variables for each of the six cate-
gories. Our choice of proxies is guided by the financial
indicators employed by the FDIC in the Quarterly Uniform
Bank Performance Reports (also referred to as Call
reports) that evaluate banks on similar dimensions. These
reports also serve as the main source of financial data in
our analysis. Appendix C offers detailed descriptions of
each financial variable, and Panel B of Table 1 shows their
summary statistics as of September 30, 2008.



Table 1
Summary statistics.

This table reports summary statistics for our sample of firms (Panels A and B) and correlations among the main variables (Panel C). The sample consists of 529 publicly traded financial firms eligible for participation in

the Capital Purchase Program (CPP) with available data on program application status. The sample excludes CPP investments in the eight largest banks announced at program initiation. Panel A reports measures of

political connections and CPP investments. House Financial Services Subcommittee is an indicator equal to one if the House member representing the voting district of a firm’s headquarters served on the Capital Markets

Subcommittee or the Financial Institutions Subcommittee of the House Financial Services Committee in 2008 or 2009. Connected board member is an indicator equal to one if a firm’s board of directors in 2008 or 2009

included a director with simultaneous or former work experience at the banking regulators (Federal Reserve, FDIC, OTS, and OCC), Treasury, or Congress. The number of connected board members is reported for firms

with at least one connected director. Lobbying (indicator, amount) is the firm’s lobbying activity targeted at the banking regulators, Treasury, or Congress on the issues of banking, financial institutions, or bankruptcy

from the first quarter of 2008 to the first quarter of 2009, inclusive. Contributions (indicator, amount) are political contributions by the firm-sponsored political action committee(s) to the members of the Capital Markets

Subcommittee and the Financial Institutions Subcommittee of the House Financial Services Committee in the 2008 congressional election campaign. Political connections index is a firm’s average percentile rank in our

sample on each of the four measures of political connections; the index is scaled to range from zero (low) to one (high). CPP application, approval, and investment indicators are equal to one if the firm applied for, was

approved for (conditional on applying), or received (conditional on approval) CPP funds. Panel B reports firm financials and measures of performance. Capital adequacy is the Tier 1 risk-based capital ratio. Asset quality is

the negative of the ratio of net losses to average total loans and leases. Management quality is the negative of the number of disciplinary orders issued to a firm’s management by the firm’s banking regulator in 2006–

2009. Earnings is the return on assets (ROA). Liquidity is the ratio of cash to deposits. Sensitivity to market risk is the sensitivity to interest rate risk, defined as the ratio of the absolute difference (gap) between short-term

assets and short-term liabilities to earning assets. Foreclosures is the ratio of foreclosed assets to net loans and leases. Leverage is the difference between assets and equity capital divided by assets. Deposit-to-asset ratio is

the ratio of deposits to total assets. Market capitalization is market capitalization in millions of dollars. Age is the age of the oldest bank of the bank holding company as of 2009. Assets is the book value of assets of the

bank holding company. Tobin’s Q is the book value of assets minus the book value of equity plus the market value of equity divided by the book value of assets. The alternative definition of Tobin’s Q controls for outliers

by dividing the firm’s market value by 0.9 times its book value plus 0.1 times its market value. Market-adjusted returns are raw returns minus the returns on the CRSP value-weighted index. Industry-adjusted returns are

raw returns minus industry returns, where industries are defined by the two-digit SIC code. All measures of financial condition (financials and demographics) are reported as of September 30, 2008. All measures of

performance are reported at quarterly frequency for the entire sample period.

Variable Mean 25th Percentile Median 75th Percentile Standard deviation

Panel A: Political connections and CPP investments
Politics

House Financial Services Subcommittee indicator 0.234 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.424
Connected board member indicator 0.299 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.458
Number of connected board members 1.557 1.000 1.000 2.000 0.974
Lobbying indicator 0.068 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.252
Lobbying amount ($thousands), lobbying firms 1,232 85 341 1,802 1,876
Contributions to Financial Services Subcommittee members, indicator 0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.220
Contributions to Financial Services Subcommittee members, amount, contributing firms 16,444 3,000 7,500 18,500 23,518
Political connections index 0.501 0.420 0.479 0.543 0.108

CPP
CPP application indicator 0.802 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.399
CPP approval indicator (if applied) 0.795 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.404
CPP investment indicator 0.849 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.359
CPP amount ($thousands), recipients 263,000 15,000 32,072 90,000 856,000

Panel B: Financials and performance
Financials

Capital adequacy (%) 12.824 9.686 10.657 12.682 9.197
Asset quality (%) �0.070 �0.059 �0.006 0.000 0.242
Management quality �0.314 �1.000 0.000 0.000 0.464
Earnings (%) 0.147 0.020 0.532 0.867 1.986
Liquidity (%) 3.994 2.272 3.033 4.241 4.190
Sensitivity to market risk (%) 14.588 5.382 10.900 19.670 12.485
Foreclosures (%) 0.390 0.034 0.148 0.410 1.078
Leverage 0.898 0.888 0.905 0.918 0.046
Deposit-to-asset ratio 0.755 0.700 0.760 0.826 0.110
Market capitalization, $millions 922 55 164 336 3,931

Demographics
Age 73 23 76 111 49
Assets, $millions 5,978 556 1,130 3,058 20,463

Performance
ROA (%) 0.343 0.202 0.674 1.041 1.481
Tobin’s Q 1.029 0.982 1.019 1.064 0.064
Tobin’s Q (alternative definition) 1.026 0.983 1.017 1.057 0.057
Raw returns �0.034 �0.122 �0.023 0.054 0.206
Market-adjusted returns �0.035 �0.127 �0.037 0.054 0.199
Industry-adjusted returns �0.036 �0.122 �0.020 0.076 0.203
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Table 1 (continued )

Variable Mean 25th Percentile Median 75th Percentile Standard deviation

Panel C: Correlations

CPP

approval

indicator

House Financial

Services

Subcommittee

Number of

connected

board

members

Lobbying

amount

Contributions to

Financial Services

Subcommittee

members

Political

connections

index

Capital

adequacy

Asset

quality

Management

quality

Earnings Liquidity Sensitivity

to market

risk

Age Assets

CPP approval indicator 1.000

House Financial

Services

Subcommittee

0.088 1.000

Number of connected

board members

0.108 0.018 1.000

Lobbying amount 0.059 �0.028 0.229 1.000

Contributions to

Financial Services

Subcommittee

members

0.094 0.045 0.290 0.358 1.000

Political connections

index

0.132 0.501 0.685 0.317 0.581 1.000

Capital adequacy 0.004 0.016 0.092 0.025 0.293 0.134 1.000

Asset quality �0.057 0.053 0.079 0.037 0.053 0.099 0.016 1.000

Management quality �0.016 0.049 �0.217 �0.114 �0.207 �0.234 0.009 �0.083 1.000

Earnings 0.229 0.006 0.066 �0.116 0.132 0.024 0.353 �0.018 0.042 1.000

Liquidity �0.019 �0.022 0.130 0.431 0.216 0.141 0.019 0.000 �0.046 �0.056 1.000

Sensitivity to market

risk

0.060 0.036 �0.073 �0.018 �0.084 �0.078 0.001 0.032 0.065 0.052 �0.029 1.000

Age 0.137 �0.003 0.187 �0.046 0.140 0.159 0.102 0.113 �0.162 0.181 0.014 0.217 1.000

Assets 0.100 0.027 0.338 0.166 0.705 0.505 0.139 0.035 �0.281 0.149 0.128 �0.081 0.250 1.000
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As an illustration of Camels measures in Panel B of
Table 1, consider the variable Capital adequacy. This mea-
sure reflects a bank’s Tier 1 risk-based capital ratio and
shows that the vast majority of banks are well capitalized.
The average (median) capitalization ratios for our sample
are 12.8% (10.7%), approximately double the threshold of 6%
stipulated by the FDIC’s definition of a well-capitalized
institution. The variable Asset quality captures loan defaults
and shows the inverse of the ratio of net losses on loans to
the average amount of outstanding loans and leases. The
variable Earnings, measured as the return on assets (ROA),
shows that the average (median) bank in our sample has a
quarterly ROA of 0.15% (0.53%), consistent with the typical
profitability indicators of banking institutions characterized
by a large asset base.

In addition to Camels characteristics, we also control
for firm size, age, leverage, exposure to the crisis, and
reliance on deposits (deposit-to-asset ratio). To measure
firm size, we use both market-based and accounting-
based proxies (natural logarithms of market capitalization
and book assets, respectively). The average (median) firm
in our sample is 73 (76) years old, has a market capita-
lization of $922 million ($164 million), and holds book
assets worth $6 billion ($1.1 billion).4 To control for
leverage, we include the ratio of total debt to total assets,
which equals 89.8% (90.5%) for the average (median) firm.
A firm’s exposure to the financial crisis is proxied by the
ratio of foreclosed assets to the total value of loans and
leases. As of October 30, 2008, this ratio for the average
(median) firm in our sample was 0.39% (0.15%). Finally,
our set of controls includes the ratio of total deposits
to total assets, which shows that the fraction of a
bank’s asset base financed with deposits was 75.5% and
76.0% for the average and median firm in our sample,
respectively.
5 The full names of the two subcommittees are: Subcommittee on

Financial Institutions and Consumer Credit, and Subcommittee on

Capital Markets, Insurance, and Government Sponsored Enterprises.
6 To illustrate the power of the House Financial Services Committee,

consider the following example, published in the Wall Street Journal on

January 22, 2009 (Paletta and Enrich, 2009). In late September 2008,

Boston-based OneUnited Bank found its capital depleted and its man-

agement compromised with a cease-and-desist order from the FDIC for

poor lending practices and the abuse of management pay. Yet in mid-

December 2008, the bank received $12,063,000 from CPP. In 2009–2010,

the bank missed all of its dividend payments to the Treasury. The bank is

headquartered in the home state of Rep. Barney Frank, head of the

Financial Services Committee, who acknowledges that he had included

into TARP a provision aimed at helping this particular bank and

recommended to regulators that OneUnited be considered for capital

investment under TARP. The bank’s lawyer admitted that he had

discussed the bank’s financial situation over the phone not only with

Frank but also with Rep. Maxine Waters (a member of the Financial

Services Committee and Financial Institutions Subcommittee), who

subsequently helped set up meetings between the Treasury and the

bank’s management. Waters’s husband was a OneUnited director in

2004–2007 and held over $500,000 in OneUnited stock at the time of

CPP. In 2010, the House Ethics Committee initiated an investigation of

Rep. Waters’s influence in the allocation of capital to OneUnited under
3.4. Measures of political influence

3.4.1. Connections to Treasury, Congress, and banking

regulators via boards of directors

To construct this measure, we collect the data on boards
of directors of our sample firms from the BoardEx database.
After manually cleaning directors’ employment histories in
BoardEx, we identify directors who hold current or former
positions at the Treasury, the firm’s banking regulator, or
Congress and label them as connected board members. We
then construct our measure of connections as the number of
connected directors on a firm’s board in 2008–2009. Our
results are not sensitive to this definition and remain
unchanged if we use a 0/1 dummy for the presence of any
connected board member.

Panel A of Table 1 shows that 29.9% of firms employed
connected directors during the administration of CPP. The
majority of firms with connected directors (65.8%) employed
one such director, and the average number of connected
directors per firm was 1.6.
4 For consistency, all summary statistics in this section are reported

as of September 30, 2008.
3.4.2. Bank representation on the House Financial Services

Committee

At the level of Congress, we investigate the ties between
firms and the members of the House Financial Services
Committee and its two subcommittees: the Subcommittee
on Financial Institutions and the Subcommittee on Capital
Markets.5 The Committee on Financial Services played a key
role in the development of the Emergency Economic Stabi-
lization Act of 2008 and its modification in 2009. The
committee also continues to exert strong influence on
amendments related to expanding TARP, which require the
approval of Congress. This continued involvement of the
committee in monitoring TARP programs and approving
TARP modifications fosters close interaction between the
Treasury and committee members.6

Within the Financial Services Committee, we focus on
two subcommittees, which oversee banking and financial
markets. The Subcommittee on Financial Institutions super-
vises all primary banking regulators and matters related to
the soundness of the banking system. The Subcommittee on
Capital Markets reviews laws regulating investment banks
and capital markets, among other issues. Based on congres-
sional records, our main source for these data, the Financial
Services Committee includes 71 members, and its subcom-
mittees on Financial Institutions and Capital Markets com-
prise 45 and 50 members, respectively.

We focus on the committees in the House of Represen-
tatives rather than on those in the Senate for several
reasons. First, election districts for the House are substan-
tially smaller, resulting in a tighter link between a politician
and firms headquartered in his or her district.7 Second,
districts of all representatives are approximately equal by
the number of voters (about 700,000 voters per district),
providing an equitable comparison base in the cross-section.
Lastly, our focus on the House of Representatives enables us
to cover all eligible firms, including those located in
CPP.
7 Unlike senators, who are elected in a statewide election, House

representatives are elected in smaller districts within each state, with an

average of nine election districts per state.
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Washington, DC and US territories, which elect delegates to
the House but have no representation in the Senate.

To link firms to the voting districts of politicians, we use
the online database of Congress and look up the House
member who represents the voting district where the firm is
domiciled (based on the Zip Code of the firm’s headquarters).
Next, for each firm, we calculate a measure of representation
on key committees. This proxy is computed as the average of
four indicators, each equal to one if the representative from
the firm’s district served on the Subcommittee on Financial
Institutions or the Subcommittee on Capital Markets in either
2008 or 2009. Thus, we have two indicators for each of the
two years. For example, if a representative served on the
Financial Institutions Subcommittee but not on the Capital
Markets Subcommittee in both 2008 and 2009, a firm from
this representative’s district will be assigned a score of
0.50.8 A total of 124 firms (23.4% of our sample) have a
representative who was a member of at least one of the two
subcommittees in 2008–2009.

Our results are not sensitive to the index specification
and remain unchanged if we replace the index with a 0/1
dummy variable, which takes on the value of one for firms
connected to at least one key subcommittee either in
2008 or in 2009. These results are presented in Section
4.2, which discusses tests of robustness.

3.4.3. Political campaign contributions

In addition to electoral ties that exist between politi-
cians and banks headquartered in their election districts,
companies can establish connections with politicians by
financing their election campaigns. In particular, the
financial sector is one of the largest contributors to federal
political campaigns. Although firms cannot contribute to
political campaigns directly, they can establish and spon-
sor political action committees (PACs), which are private
groups organized to support political candidates.

We collect the data on PAC contributions and cam-
paign financing from the Federal Election Commission
and manually clean it to standardize corporate affiliations
of sponsoring firms. Because we would like to measure
the influence on politicians most closely involved with
CPP, our measure of campaign contributions is the
amount of a firm’s PAC contributions in 2007–2008 (the
election cycle for the 2008 congressional election) to the
members of the Financial Institutions and Capital Markets
Subcommittees of the House Financial Services Commit-
tee. Approximately 5.1% of firms in our sample made such
political contributions. The average amount contributed
was $16,444, and the median amount was $7,500.
Approximately 42% (58%) of contributed funds went to
Republican (Democrat) candidates.

3.4.4. Lobbying expenditures

Lobbying refers to the practice of petitioning govern-
ment agencies. As a form of political influence, lobbying
has several distinct features. First, it is usually focused on
government legislation or specific issues rather than on
particular politicians. Second, most companies lobby their
8 0.50¼(1þ1þ0þ0)/4.
interests by hiring an external lobbying firm, which works
with government officials on behalf of its clients.

Our lobbying data come from a database of lobbying
reports maintained by the Senate’s Office of Public
Records. Each report provides information on the issues
lobbied, the government agencies petitioned, and the
amount spent.9 The issue and agency classifications
include 78 and 311 categories, respectively. We use the
issue and agency classifications to estimate the amount of
lobbying expenditures directed specifically toward the
Treasury, Congress, and banking regulators and aimed at
the issues that are most closely related to the government
assistance program: Finance, Banking, and Bankruptcy.
The time period for our lobbying activity starts in the first
quarter of 2008 and ends in the first quarter of 2009 (the
last quarter in which firms were permitted to lobby the
Treasury on CPP applications). Our measure of a firm’s
political influence via lobbying is this amount of relevant
lobbying expenditures scaled by firm size (book assets).
Approximately 6.8% of firms in our sample engaged in
lobbying activities that meet the relevance criteria dis-
cussed above. Among these firms, the average (median)
amount of relevant lobbying expenditures was $1.23
million ($341 thousand), as shown in Panel A of Table 1.
3.4.5. Index of political connections

In addition to providing evidence on each individual
measure of political connections, we construct an index of
a firm’s political connectedness. This approach allows us
to aggregate all measures of political influence and assess
a firm’s overall intensity of political influence relative to
that of other firms in our sample. To construct this index
for each firm, we calculate the firm’s percentile ranking in
our sample on each measure of political influence and
then find the mean of these rankings to derive an
aggregate index score, normalized to lie between zero
and one. For example, an index score of 0.90 indicates that
a firm’s average level of political influence places it in the
ninetieth percentile of our sample—that is, the top 10% of
eligible firms. As an illustration, Appendix D lists the top
ten firms with the highest values of the political connec-
tions index and shows the individual measures of political
connections used in constructing the index. For complete-
ness, we provide the list of the best-connected firms for
all CPP-eligible institutions (Panel A) and for our final
sample, which excludes the first wave of the eight largest
CPP investments (Panel B).

Panel C of Table 1 shows the correlation matrix for our
independent variables. The vast majority of correlations
are low, indicating that our variables capture distinct
measures of political influence and financial performance.
In the next section, we study the relation between these
variables, the likelihood of applying for CPP funds, and the
approval rate of submitted applications.
9 Lobbyists are obligated to disclose the category of the issues

lobbied if the amount of lobbying expenditures exceeds $10,000.



Table 2
Univariate evidence.

This table presents difference-in-means estimates of the likelihood of applying for CPP funds (Panel A) and the likelihood of being approved for CPP

funds, conditional on applying (Panel B). For each measure of political connections, we divide our sample into firms that are connected (Yes) and

unconnected (No) according to that measure. For the Political connections index, we divide our sample into quartiles and compare between the bottom

quartile (No) and the top quartile (Yes). The sample for Panel A includes 529 CPP-eligible public firms with known application status. The sample for Panel

B includes 424 public firms that submitted CPP applications. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix C.

Sort variable
No Yes

Yes minus No t-Statistic

Mean N_obs Mean N_obs

Panel A: Application

House Financial Services Subcommittee 0.795 388 0.823 141 0.028 0.671

Connected board member 0.795 348 0.816 181 0.021 0.561

Lobbying 0.793 483 0.842 46 0.050 1.797

Contributions to Financial Services Subcommittee members 0.801 493 0.815 36 0.014 0.178

Political connections index 0.783 136 0.842 132 0.059 1.414

Panel B: Approval

House Financial Services Subcommittee 0.776 318 0.853 106 0.077 2.670

Connected board member 0.766 287 0.860 137 0.094 2.221

Lobbying 0.793 383 0.917 41 0.124 2.345

Contributions to Financial Services Subcommittee members 0.786 394 0.955 30 0.168 1.999

Political connections index 0.741 110 0.875 107 0.134 2.840
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4. Empirical results

This section presents our main empirical findings. We
begin with univariate evidence on the relation between
political connections and (1) the decision of eligible firms
to apply for CPP funds and (2) the decision of regulators to
approve these applications. We then present formal
regression evidence, followed by a discussion of alterna-
tive hypotheses and tests of robustness. The section
concludes with the analysis of expost performance of
government investments in politically connected and
unconnected firms.

4.1. Applying to CPP and application approval

Panels A and B of Table 2 provide univariate evidence
on the effect of political connections on the likelihood of
submitting an application for CPP funds and the likelihood
of application approval, respectively. For each measure of
political connections, we divide the sample into firms that
are connected (Yes) and unconnected (No) according to
that measure. For the political connections index, we
compare between firms in the top (Yes) and bottom (No)
quartiles to distinguish between more connected and less
connected firms.

Panel A of Table 2 shows that political connections do
not appear to have a strong relation to the likelihood of
applying for government funds. Although the differences
between connected and unconnected firms are consis-
tently positive across all measures of political connec-
tions, they are not significant at conventional levels. This
result is not entirely unexpected, given that all but 19% of
eligible public firms submitted a CPP application, an
outcome consistent with the wide awareness of the
program, a simple application procedure, and the scarcity
of capital during the crisis.

Panel B of Table 2 demonstrates that better-connected
CPP applicants are significantly more likely to be approved
for government investment. This result holds for each indi-
vidual measure of political connections at the 5% level or
better and is reliably significant for the overall index of
political connections (t¼2.84). Panel B of Table 2 also allows
us to compare the effect of being connected according to each
political measure. A connection to a House member serving
on key finance subcommittees via the election district is
associated with an increase of 7.7 percentage points in the
likelihood of being approved for CPP (the likelihoods are
77.6% for unconnected firms and 85.3% for connected firms).
The magnitudes are larger for the other measures. For
instance, a connection to regulators via directors is associated
with an increase of 9.4 percentage points in being approved
(76.6% for unconnected firms and 86.0% for connected firms),
whereas a connection via lobbying is associated with an
increase of 12.4 percentage points (79.3% for unconnected
firms and 91.7% for connected firms). These numbers suggest
that the economic magnitudes are nontrivial, as reflected by
the political connections index, which indicates an increase of
13.4 percentage points in the likelihood of approval from the
bottom quartile (74.1%) to the top quartile (87.5%).

Next, we proceed with formal regression analysis. We
estimate cross-sectional logit regressions to determine
the influence of firm characteristics on the likelihood of
applying for CPP funds and the likelihood of receiving CPP
capital. The results of this estimation are presented in
Table 3. In Panel A of Table 3, the dependent variable is an
indicator equal to one if a firm applied for CPP funds. This
specification is estimated using the 529 CPP-eligible
public firms in our sample. In Panel B of Table 3, the
dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if a firm’s
application for CPP was approved. This empirical model is
estimated using the subset of 424 public firms that
submitted CPP applications. The set of independent vari-
ables includes four measures of political connections,
Camels measures of financial condition and performance,
firm size, age, and exposure to the crisis. To control for the
possibility of systematic differences in decision criteria
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across bank regulators and across various sectors in the
financial services industry, we include regulator fixed
effects and industry-sector fixed effects. Industry sectors
of CPP applicants are defined at the level of two-digit
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

The results of the regression analysis are consistent
with the univariate evidence. As shown in Panel A of
Table 3, political connections appear to have little asso-
ciation with the likelihood of applying for CPP funds.
Instead, the likelihood of submitting a CPP application is
positively related to a firm’s need for additional capital, as
proxied by lower capital adequacy, higher leverage, and
more foreclosures. We also find that a firm’s propensity to
apply for CPP funds is positively related to exposure to
market risk. Since greater risk exposures typically require
larger capital buffers, this evidence also supports the link
between a firm’s capital requirements and the likelihood
of applying for government funds.

Panel B of Table 3 shows the results of estimating the
likelihood of application approval. The measures of poli-
tical connections are strongly positively associated with
the likelihood of approval for CPP funds across all speci-
fications. These results persist whether the measures of
political influence are estimated individually, jointly, or
with an index. The economic magnitudes of political
influence are substantial. To estimate the magnitudes,
we compute the marginal effect of each variable of
political influence, while holding other variables at their
average values. To standardize the interpretation of con-
tinuous variables, such as lobbying and political contribu-
tions, we compute the effect of a one standard deviation
change in the variable of interest. In particular, we
estimate the difference in the likelihood of CPP applica-
tion approval associated with increasing the variable of
interest from �0.5 standard deviations below its mean
value to þ0.5 standard deviations above its mean value.
For variables based on discrete number of connections,
such as connections to the House Financial Services
Subcommittees and connections to regulators via direc-
torships, we estimate the difference between having no
connection (variable of interest¼0) and having an aver-
age connection (variable of interest¼average value for
connected firms).

Based on models 1–4, firms headquartered in the
election district of a House member serving on key
congressional finance committees are 6.3 percentage
points more likely to be approved for CPP funds. Firms
employing a director connected to one of the banking
regulators or the Treasury are 9.1 percentage points more
likely to have their application approved. Similarly, a one
standard deviation increase in size-adjusted lobbying
(political contributions to members of finance commit-
tees) is associated with an increase of 7.6 (5.0) percentage
points in the likelihood of application approval. To pro-
vide an aggregate view, an increase of one standard
deviation in a firm’s index of political connections is
associated with a 7.1 percentage points increase in the
likelihood of approval for government investment.

At a broad level, the effect of political connections on
application approvals may operate at various stages of the
application process and via multiple channels. First,
better-connected firms may receive extra guidance and
implicit patronage during the application process, which
may position them to appear better qualified for federal
assistance or better prepared for onsite examinations.
Second, politically connected firms may be more likely
to receive presumptive approval of the banking regulators
at the initial review. Lastly, connected firms may receive
more favorable treatment by the Treasury. Although the
lack of available data on the approval of applications at
each decision point does not allow us to distinguish
unambiguously among these channels, the evidence in
both panels of Table 3 suggests that the effect of political
connections appears to be stronger for the latter stages of
the application process rather than for the decision to
submit an application.

The evidence from financial and demographic vari-
ables indicates that firms were more likely to be approved
for government investment if they were larger and older,
generated higher earnings, and, in some specifications,
had less foreclosure. For example, based on column 6 in
Table 3, a one standard deviation increase in firm size (log
of market capitalization) is associated with a 16.9 percen-
tage points increase in the likelihood of approval for CPP
funds. A one standard deviation increase in earnings
(ROA) corresponds to a 9.0 percentage points increase in
the probability of CPP approval. These results are broadly
consistent with the declared mandate of the program to
support stronger, financially viable applicants and sys-
temically important institutions.

4.2. Robustness and alternative explanations

The results in the previous subsection suggest that
firms’ political connections are significantly associated
with the likelihood of approval for government invest-
ment funds. In this section, we test the robustness of this
main result to alternative explanations. We start by
considering different measures of firm fundamentals and
political connections and then address the issues of
unobservable or unspecified variables correlated with
political connections. The analysis continues with tests
of alternative measures of systemic importance.

The first issue we consider is related to alternative
measures of bank fundamentals. So far, our choice of
financial variables has been guided by the Camels system.
Yet each dimension of the Camels ratings can be mea-
sured by several proxies, and we would like to test the
robustness of our results to a different choice of condition
and performance indicators. These alternative measures
are discussed in Appendix C. Column 1 in Table 4 presents
the estimation results with the new set of financial
variables. The qualitative conclusions for all political
variables and the majority of financial variables remain
unchanged, suggesting that our main results are consis-
tent across different measures of fundamentals.

We also show that our results are not driven by a
particular subset of firms. Specifically, our findings hold
after eliminating firms with the best or worst financial
condition, as proxied by firms’ capitalization levels (col-
umns 2 and 3 of Table 4, respectively). Our evidence is
also robust to eliminating firms headquartered in New



Table 3
Application and approval for government investment funds.

This table presents estimates from logit regressions explaining the likelihood of applying for CPP funds (Panel A) and the likelihood of being approved

for CPP funds, conditional on applying (Panel B). In Panel A, the dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if a firm applied to CPP. In Panel B, the

dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if a firm’s application to CPP was approved. All variable definitions are provided in Appendix C. The

sample consists of 529 publicly traded financial firms eligible for participation in the Capital Purchase Program (CPP) with available data on program

application status. The sample excludes CPP investments in the eight largest banks announced at program initiation. The standard errors (shown in

brackets) are heteroskedasticity consistent. All regressions include industry and regulator fixed effects. Industries are defined by the two-digit SIC codes.

Significance levels are indicated as follows: n
¼10%, nn

¼5%, nnn
¼1%.

Model number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Application

House Financial Services Subcommittee �0.135 �0.137

[0.436] [0.447]

Number of connected board members
0.453 0.357n

[0.393] [0.209]

Lobbying amount, scaled by size
0.047 0.045

[0.049] [0.041]

Contributions amount, scaled by size
0.184 0.015

[0.199] [0.097]

Political connections index
2.941

[1.995]

Capital adequacy
�0.026nn

�0.027n
�0.025 �0.036nn

�0.024 �0.028nn

[0.013] [0.014] [0.015] [0.014] [0.016] [0.014]

Asset quality
1.147nn 1.398nn 3.606nn 1.621nn 3.591nn 1.429nn

[0.582] [0.617] [1.723] [0.691] [1.721] [0.633]

Management quality
0.070 0.046 �0.015 0.039 �0.003 0.035

[0.315] [0.321] [0.321] [0.313] [0.324] [0.316]

Earnings
�0.091 �0.082 �0.080 �0.083 �0.091 �0.081

[0.092] [0.085] [0.090] [0.089] [0.088] [0.087]

Liquidity
�0.029 �0.038 �0.069nn

�0.046 �0.076nn
�0.033

[0.028] [0.029] [0.033] [0.029] [0.032] [0.028]

Sensitivity to market risk
0.044nnn 0.044nnn 0.045nnn 0.043nnn 0.045nnn 0.044nnn

[0.010] [0.010] [0.011] [0.010] [0.011] [0.010]

Foreclosures
0.007nn 0.006n 0.006n 0.006nn 0.006n 0.006n

[0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003]

Leverage
12.445nnn 12.643nnn 13.671nnn 12.329nnn 14.038nnn 12.207nnn

[3.033] [3.039] [3.073] [3.003] [3.109] [2.999]

Deposit-to-asset ratio
�2.222 �2.599 �1.921 �2.240 �2.123 �2.225

[1.560] [1.583] [1.695] [1.547] [1.720] [1.558]

Market capitalization
0.560nnn 0.612nnn 0.745nnn 0.586nnn 0.769nnn 0.605nnn

[0.140] [0.150] [0.169] [0.143] [0.169] [0.145]

Size
0.775nnn 0.690nnn 0.846nnn 0.703nnn 0.783nnn 0.692nnn

[0.185] [0.195] [0.209] [0.189] [0.216] [0.190]

Age
�0.009nnn

�0.009nnn
�0.006n

�0.008nnn
�0.006nn

�0.008nnn

[0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003]

Industry fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Regulator fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pseudo-R2 0.346 0.352 0.348 0.346 0.354 0.347

N_obs 529 529 529 529 529 529

Panel B: Approval

House Financial Services Subcommittee
0.988nn 1.009nn

[0.447] [0.462]

Number of connected board members
0.392nn 0.162nn

[0.173] [0.071]

Lobbying amount, scaled by size
0.026nn 0.024nn

[0.012] [0.010]

Contributions amount, scaled by size
0.302nn 0.136n

[0.134] [0.076]

Political connections index
4.329nnn

[1.400]

Capital adequacy
0.001 �0.008 �0.024 �0.015 �0.039 �0.006

[0.017] [0.015] [0.021] [0.016] [0.026] [0.015]

Asset quality
0.302 0.337 0.710 0.547 0.783 0.475

[0.410] [0.424] [0.723] [0.566] [0.744] [0.470]

Management quality
0.282 0.316 0.313 0.279 0.302 0.308

[0.322] [0.322] [0.329] [0.320] [0.332] [0.322]

Earnings
0.254nnn 0.268nnn 0.271nnn 0.250nnn 0.274nnn 0.273nnn

[0.076] [0.080] [0.083] [0.080] [0.084] [0.081]

Liquidity
�0.012 �0.014 �0.027 �0.030 �0.028 �0.018

[0.029] [0.029] [0.032] [0.034] [0.035] [0.031]
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Table 3 (continued )

Model number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Sensitivity to market risk
0.005 0.007 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.006

[0.015] [0.014] [0.015] [0.015] [0.015] [0.015]

Foreclosures
�0.002 �0.001 �0.005nnn

�0.002 �0.005nn
�0.002

[0.001] [0.001] [0.002] [0.001] [0.002] [0.001]

Leverage
�0.907 �0.654 �1.345 �0.569 �1.477 �0.767

[2.648] [2.624] [2.880] [2.769] [2.911] [2.714]

Deposit-to-asset ratio
�0.399 �0.582 �0.139 �0.765 �0.149 �0.500

[1.704] [1.707] [1.795] [1.737] [1.844] [1.739]

Market capitalization
0.538nnn 0.529nnn 0.434nnn 0.585nnn 0.442nnn 0.505nnn

[0.118] [0.125] [0.148] [0.132] [0.159] [0.126]

Size
�0.220 �0.310nn

�0.209 �0.384nn
�0.294 �0.324nn

[0.137] [0.156] [0.181] [0.168] [0.201] [0.152]

Age
0.009nnn 0.009nn 0.009nnn 0.009nnn 0.009nnn 0.009nnn

[0.003] [0.003] [0.004] [0.003] [0.004] [0.003]

Industry fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Regulator fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pseudo-R2 0.207 0.201 0.234 0.205 0.254 0.212

N_obs 424 424 424 424 424 424

Table 4
Robustness.

This table shows estimates from logit regressions explaining the likelihood of CPP application approval. The dependent variable is an indicator

equal to one if the firm was approved for CPP funds. Panel A shows alternative specifications. In columns 1–4, Political connections are defined by

the political connections index. In columns 5–7, Political connections denote the type of connection specified in the column heading. Column 1

considers alternative proxies for Camels measures. Capital adequacy is the Tier 1 leverage capital ratio; Asset quality is the opposite of the ratio of

the loan and lease allowance to total loans; Earnings is the ratio of net interest income to earning assets; and Liquidity is the ratio of core deposits

to asset growth. Columns 2 and 3 exclude the top and bottom quartiles of firms based on capital adequacy. Column 4 excludes all firms

headquartered in New York. Columns 5–7 consider alternative measures of political connections. In column 5, political connections are defined

with an indicator equal to one if the House member representing the voting district of a firm’s headquarters served on the Capital Markets

Subcommittee or the Financial Institutions Subcommittee of the House Financial Services Committee in 2008 or 2009. In columns 6 and 7, the

lobbying and contributions amounts are raw expenditures, which are not scaled by assets. The sample consists of 529 publicly traded financial

firms eligible for participation in the Capital Purchase Program (CPP) with available data on program application status. The sample excludes CPP

investments in the eight largest banks announced at program initiation. Panel B estimates the regressions for the entire sample of 600 publicly

held QFIs eligible for CPP participation. Panel C estimates placebo tests, in which political connections are measured as follows. For connections

to regulators via directorships, we select firms that had such a connection in 2006–2007, but not in 2008–2009. For connections to Congress, we

use firms headquartered in the districts of House members who served on the Capital Markets Subcommittee or Financial Institutions

Subcommittee of the House Financial Services Committee in the 109th Congress (2005–2007) but not during the administration of CPP (2008–

2009). As a placebo measure for lobbying expenditures, we use size-adjusted amount of corporate lobbying expenditures during the

administration of CPP (2008–2009) spent on government agencies unrelated to CPP, i.e., all government agencies excluding Congress, Treasury,

and banking regulators. As a placebo measure for campaign contributions, we use the amount of size-adjusted campaign contributions to

candidates who ran as challengers in the 2008 congressional election and lost. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix C. All regressions

include regulator and industry fixed effects. The standard errors (in brackets) are heteroskedasticity consistent. Significance levels are indicated:
n
¼10%, nn

¼5%, nnn
¼1%.

Description Different

controls

Exclude top

25% capital

adequacy

Exclude bottom

25% capital

adequacy

Exclude

New York

House Financial

Services Sub-

committee indicator

Unadjusted

lobbying

amounts

Unadjusted

contributions

amounts

Model number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Panel A: Alternative specifications

Political connections
4.171nn 5.576nn 3.939nn 4.275nn 0.573nn 0.004nnn 0.488nn

[1.714] [2.271] [1.959] [1.769] [0.263] [0.001] [0.225]

Capital adequacy
0.013 0.084 �0.007 �0.002 0.003 �0.026 �0.064nn

[0.059] [0.185] [0.014] [0.016] [0.016] [0.021] [0.033]

Asset quality
0.886nnn 0.688 0.495 0.425 0.283 0.687 0.613

[0.228] [0.612] [0.606] [0.460] [0.404] [0.708] [0.681]

Management quality
0.241 0.327 0.417 0.150 0.278 0.298 0.282

[0.324] [0.409] [0.365] [0.339] [0.322] [0.328] [0.323]

Earnings
0.230 0.269nnn 0.194nn 0.277nnn 0.255nnn 0.265nnn 0.245nnn

[0.189] [0.100] [0.086] [0.083] [0.076] [0.082] [0.080]

Liquidity
0.000 �0.108nn 0.003 �0.020 �0.012 �0.029 �0.035

[0.000] [0.044] [0.039] [0.034] [0.029] [0.033] [0.037]

Sensitivity to market risk
0.005 0.027 �0.002 0.003 0.006 0.004 0.004

[0.014] [0.021] [0.016] [0.015] [0.015] [0.015] [0.015]
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Table 4 (continued )

Description Different

controls

Exclude top

25% capital

adequacy

Exclude bottom

25% capital

adequacy

Exclude

New York

House Financial

Services Sub-

committee indicator

Unadjusted

lobbying

amounts

Unadjusted

contributions

amounts

Foreclosures
0.000 �0.008nn

�0.002 �0.002 �0.002 �0.004nn
�0.002n

[0.001] [0.003] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.002] [0.001]

Leverage
�0.427 3.293 �2.416 �0.440 �0.848 �1.255 �1.436

[2.806] [4.352] [3.332] [2.822] [2.645] [2.914] [2.887]

Deposit-to-asset ratio
�0.761 �1.196 0.231 �0.238 �0.501 �0.331 �0.937

[1.728] [2.636] [1.890] [1.814] [1.691] [1.796] [1.753]

Market capitalization
0.537nnn 0.831nnn 0.389nnn 0.526nnn 0.537nnn 0.479nnn 0.694nnn

[0.133] [0.230] [0.145] [0.133] [0.118] [0.147] [0.151]

Size
�0.268n

�0.645nn
�0.263 �0.385nn

�0.222 �0.268 �0.537nnn

[0.158] [0.288] [0.175] [0.157] [0.137] [0.178] [0.192]

Age
0.009nnn 0.008n 0.009nn 0.009nn 0.009nn 0.009nnn 0.009nnn

[0.003] [0.004] [0.004] [0.004] [0.003] [0.004] [0.003]

Industry fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Regulator fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pseudo-R2 0.176 0.261 0.148 0.174 0.166 0.186 0.186

N_obs 424 318 318 392 424 424 424

Model number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel B: All qualifying institutions

House Financial Services Subcommittee 0.373nn 0.365nn

[0.173] [0.172]

Number of connected board members 0.437nnn 0.256n

[0.130] [0.141]

Lobbying amount, scaled by size 0.019nnn 0.016nnn

[0.005] [0.006]

Contributions amount, scaled by size 0.206nnn 0.168nn

[0.073] [0.077]

Political connections index 3.634nnn

[1.112]

Capital adequacy �0.017n
�0.023nn

�0.044nnn
�0.027nnn

�0.050nnn
�0.021nn

[0.009] [0.009] [0.014] [0.011] [0.015] [0.009]

Asset quality 0.717n 0.817n 1.635nnn 0.944nn 1.714nnn 0.899nn

[0.432] [0.440] [0.625] [0.448] [0.631] [0.438]

Management quality 0.152 0.164 0.155 0.146 0.137 0.137

[0.218] [0.220] [0.222] [0.217] [0.223] [0.218]

Earnings 0.140nn 0.158nn 0.192nnn 0.142nn 0.197nnn 0.158nn

[0.059] [0.062] [0.064] [0.061] [0.065] [0.062]

Liquidity �0.019 �0.026 �0.038 �0.037n
�0.042n

�0.026

[0.020] [0.021] [0.024] [0.022] [0.024] [0.020]

Sensitivity to market risk �0.020nn
�0.019nn

�0.022nnn
�0.019nn

�0.021nn
�0.019nn

[0.008] [0.008] [0.008] [0.008] [0.008] [0.008]

Foreclosures �0.001 0.000 �0.002n 0.000 �0.002 0.000

[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

Leverage 4.441nn 4.674nn 4.304nn 5.003nn 4.114nn 4.421nn

[1.928] [1.920] [2.017] [1.948] [2.025] [1.923]

Deposit-to-asset ratio �0.738 �1.085 �1.275 �1.244 �1.315 �0.814

[1.097] [1.095] [1.176] [1.108] [1.196] [1.097]

Market capitalization 0.005 0.006 �0.005 0.032 �0.016 �0.019

[0.088] [0.091] [0.102] [0.092] [0.102] [0.089]

Size 0.230nn 0.113 0.131 0.101 0.048 0.125

[0.106] [0.115] [0.125] [0.119] [0.132] [0.112]

Age 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000

[0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002]

Industry fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Regulator fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pseudo-R2 0.110 0.124 0.145 0.120 0.152 0.121

N_obs 600 600 600 600 600 600

Panel C: Placebo tests

House Financial Services Subcommittee 0.011 0.038
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Table 4 (continued )

Model number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

[0.580] [0.588]

Number of connected board members �0.212 �0.277

[0.403] [0.433]

Lobbying amount, scaled by size 0.300 0.239

[0.344] [0.346]

Contributions amount, scaled by size 0.000 0.000

[0.000] [0.000]

Political connections index 4.775

[4.493]

Capital adequacy 0.006 0.006 0.002 �0.004 �0.007 0.001

[0.016] [0.016] [0.016] [0.018] [0.018] [0.015]

Asset quality 0.219 0.231 0.340 0.161 0.274 0.252

[0.400] [0.401] [0.450] [0.395] [0.441] [0.412]

Management quality 0.280 0.265 0.264 0.298 0.267 0.315

[0.318] [0.318] [0.317] [0.314] [0.319] [0.316]

Earnings 0.244nnn 0.238nnn 0.242nnn 0.235nnn 0.227nnn 0.245nnn

[0.075] [0.075] [0.076] [0.075] [0.076] [0.076]

Liquidity �0.004 �0.005 �0.009 �0.005 �0.009 �0.006

[0.030] [0.030] [0.032] [0.030] [0.032] [0.031]

Sensitivity to market risk 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.008 0.007 0.008

[0.014] [0.014] [0.014] [0.014] [0.014] [0.014]

Foreclosures �0.002 �0.002 �0.002 �0.002n
�0.002n

�0.002

[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

Leverage �1.510 �1.491 �1.049 �1.383 �1.025 �1.328

[2.577] [2.571] [2.602] [2.535] [2.593] [2.554]

Deposit-to-asset ratio 0.676 0.633 0.429 0.604 0.362 0.575

[1.634] [1.632] [1.671] [1.635] [1.668] [1.648]

Market capitalization 0.522nnn 0.519nnn 0.538nnn 0.563nnn 0.565nnn 0.544nnn

[0.121] [0.121] [0.125] [0.129] [0.132] [0.126]

Size �0.136 �0.132 �0.189 �0.229 �0.257 �0.210

[0.131] [0.132] [0.147] [0.159] [0.167] [0.152]

Age 0.006nn 0.007nn 0.007nn 0.006nn 0.007nn 0.007nn

[0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003]

Industry fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Regulator fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pseudo-R2 0.133 0.133 0.135 0.135 0.138 0.135

N_obs 424 424 424 424 424 424
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York City (column 4 of Table 4), indicating that our
findings are not confined to this financial center with
strong connections to Congress and banking regulators.

In columns 5–7, we use alternative specifications of
our measures of political connections. In column 5, we
replace the index of connections to the House Financial
Services Committee with a dummy variable. In particular,
we consider a firm to be politically connected via con-
gressional committees (dummy¼1) if the House member
representing the voting district of a firm’s headquarters
served on the Capital Markets Subcommittee or the
Financial Institutions Subcommittee of the House Financial
Services Committee in 2008 or 2009. As in our main
specification, we find a statistically and economically sig-
nificant positive effect of this type of connection on the
likelihood of application approval. A connection to any key
finance subcommittee in the House of Representatives either
in 2008 or 2009 (i.e., dummy¼1) is associated with a 6.9
percentage points increase in the likelihood of the applica-
tion approval, a magnitude comparable to the 6.3 percentage
points increase reported in the main specification.
In columns 6 and 7, we replace size-scaled measures of
lobbying expenditures and contribution amounts with their
unadjusted dollar values under the assumption that politi-
cians are influenced by the absolute amount of financial
contributions, irrespective of the size of the contributing
firm. The evidence in columns 6 and 7 indicates that these
measures are strongly positively associated with the like-
lihood of approval for government assistance. According to
column 6, a one standard deviation increase in the dollar
amount of lobbying expenditures targeted at the banking
regulators, Treasury, or Congress on the issues of banking,
financial institutions, or bankruptcy is associated with a 6.6
percentage points increase in the likelihood of approval for
CPP funds, controlling for other factors. Based on column 7,
a one standard deviation increase in the dollar amount of
financial contributions to the members of key finance
subcommittees is associated with a 5.5 percentage points
increase in the likelihood of CPP application approval.
Collectively, this evidence indicates that the effect of poli-
tical connections is robust to various alternative measures of
political influence.



10 Following our main specification, we use connections to the

Subcommittees on Capital Markets and Financial Institutions within

the House Financial Services Committee.
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Our analysis so far has used the set of CPP applicants as
the main sample. In Panel B of Table 4, we expand our
sample to the universe of all publicly traded firms eligible
for CPP participation (600 financial institutions), irrespective
of whether a firm submitted an application. This approach is
designed to account for possible strategic reasons that may
have prevented eligible firms from applying, such as an
anticipation of application denial or a negative signal from
the regulators. We reestimate the logit specification of the
likelihood of CPP approval in the new sample and obtain
similar results. The effect of political connections on the
likelihood of CPP approval is positive and statistically
significant across all specifications and all measures of
political influence, whether they are included individually
or jointly, or aggregated in an index. The coefficients on
political variables are also comparable to, although some-
what smaller than, those reported in our main specification
of the likelihood of CPP approval in Panel B of Table 3. The
results on the majority of control variables are similar to
those reported in the sample of CPP applicants. In particular,
CPP recipients, compared to other firms eligible for govern-
ment funds, were more capital constrained (higher leverage
and lower capital adequacy) but had viable fundamentals
(higher earnings and asset quality).

So far, we have viewed ties to Congress, connections to
regulators, lobbying expenditures, and campaign contri-
butions as forms of political influence. However, it is
possible that these variables proxy for some omitted firm
characteristics, which played a role in CPP investment
decisions. For example, firms that hire directors from the
banking regulators and the Treasury may represent insti-
tutions with better governance, which may be more likely
to receive CPP funds. Similarly, although we always adjust
lobbying expenditures and campaign contributions by
size, these measures may still capture some omitted
dimensions of systemic importance, which may increase
a firm’s likelihood of approval.

To address this alternative explanation, we construct
placebo tests. As a placebo measure for connections to
House members on key finance committees and director-
ship ties to banking regulators, we use connections that
were active shortly before but not during the administration
of CPP. Note that while the use of the most recent (but
defunct) connections provides a cleaner control for firm
fundamentals correlated with these measures, this approach
may introduce a bias toward failing placebo tests if former
ties still play a role. For example, representatives who
finished their tenure on key finance committees shortly
before the administration of CPP may still possess some
political influence, which could plausibly be used to help the
firms in their district. Similarly, the banking regulators who
used to serve as board members of financial institutions in
the past but finished their tenure before the administration
of CPP may still maintain informal contacts with their
connected firms and be inclined to assist them. At a
minimum, however, we expect that the effect of placebo
connections should be significantly weaker, as compared to
our main set of measures of political activism.

For connections to regulators via directorships, we select
banks that had such a connection in 2006–2007 but not in
2008–2009. For connections to Congress, we select banks
headquartered in the districts of House members who
served on the House Financial Services Committee in the
109th Congress (2005–2007) but not during the adminis-
tration of CPP.10 As a placebo measure for lobbying expen-
ditures, we use size-adjusted amount of corporate lobbying
expenditures during the administration of CPP (2008–2009)
spent on government agencies unrelated to CPP—that is, all
government agencies excluding Congress, Treasury, and
banking regulators. As a placebo measure for campaign
contributions, we use the amount of size-adjusted campaign
contributions to candidates that ran as challengers in the
2008 congressional election and lost.

If our measures of political connections proxy for the
influence on CPP application approval, their influence
should weaken (or even disappear) if we use the most
recent but defunct political connections, lobbying expen-
ditures targeted at government agencies unrelated to CPP,
and contributions to politicians without a congressional
seat. On the other hand, if our measures of political
connections are correlated with some desirable firm
characteristic, they should still have a similar effect on
CPP application approval after we change the recipient of
lobbying and contribution funds or push back the timing
of regulator connections.

Panel C of Table 4 shows the results of our placebo tests.
In columns 1–4, placebo variables are included individually,
and in column 5, they are estimated jointly. The results
across these columns are uniform: the coefficients on the
placebo variables are small, never significantly different
from zero, and occasionally have the opposite sign. In
contrast, the signs and magnitudes of coefficients on other
variables remain similar to those in our main specification.

In column 6, we include a placebo index of political
connections, which is constructed from placebo measures
analogously to our main specification. We find that the
placebo index of political connections is not significantly
related to the likelihood of CPP approval. However, one
caveat is in order. It should be noted that the sign of the
coefficient on the placebo index of political connections is
positive, has a larger magnitude, and shows a greater t-
statistic (t¼1.06) than the coefficients on the individual
placebo variables. Therefore, it is possible that when the
identification power of all recently defunct connections is
aggregated into an index, there is some weak positive
association between former connections and the likelihood
of approval for CPP funds, consistent with the conjecture
discussed earlier. However, at a minimum, the effect of
defunct connections appears to be weak, if any. Overall, the
evidence on placebo tests suggests that our results are
unlikely to be explained by firm fundamentals correlated
with political connections, at least to the extent that these
fundamentals are persistent in the short term.

Next, we consider the issue of systemic importance.
The first potential concern is that our results may be
driven by a subset of well-connected large firms, which
would receive government funding irrespective of their



Table 5
Systemic importance.

This table presents estimates from logit regressions explaining the likelihood of CPP application approval. The dependent variable is an indicator equal

to one if a firm’s application for CPP was approved. In column 3, systemic importance is indicated by the Peer Group 1 indicator, which equals one for the

set of firms with book assets of at least $3 billion. In columns 4 and 5, we consider subsamples of all banks that are connected according to the political

connections index and their best-match unconnected counterpart. In column 4, banks are matched by their size (book assets). In column 5, banks are

matched by size to banks headquartered in the same state. In both columns 4 and 5, we require that the size difference between matched pairs not

exceed 10%. In column 6, systemic importance is measured by DCoVaR, a measure suggested by Adrian and Brunnermeier (2011), and defined as the

value-at-risk of the financial system conditional on an institution being under distress. Variable definitions are shown in Appendix C. The sample consists

of 529 publicly traded financial firms eligible for participation in the Capital Purchase Program (CPP) with available data on program application status.

The sample excludes CPP investments in the eight largest banks announced at program initiation. All regressions include industry and regulator fixed

effects. The standard errors (in brackets) are heteroskedasticity consistent. Significance levels are indicated as follows: n
¼10%, nn

¼5%, nnn
¼1%.

Description Exclude top
5% size

Higher-order
powers of size

Peer Group 1 Size-matched
sample

State-size-matched
sample

DCoVaR

Model number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Political connections index 3.990nn 3.247nn 4.545nnn 4.743nn 12.912nn 4.792nn

[1.792] [1.576] [1.764] [2.016] [5.147] [1.963]
Capital adequacy �0.118nn

�0.066nn
�0.017 �0.148nnn

�0.552nnn
�0.013

[0.047] [0.028] [0.015] [0.057] [0.195] [0.020]
Asset quality 0.499 0.609 0.622 1.181 1.753 0.500

[0.607] [0.602] [0.620] [1.011] [2.702] [0.639]
Management quality 0.344 0.360 0.337 0.074 0.574 0.069

[0.322] [0.323] [0.325] [0.353] [0.870] [0.355]
Earnings 0.240nnn 0.296nnn 0.332nnn 0.475nnn

�0.204 0.317nnn

[0.080] [0.086] [0.084] [0.106] [0.367] [0.099]
Liquidity �0.028 �0.055 �0.007 �0.036 0.060 �0.080nn

[0.038] [0.038] [0.035] [0.062] [0.145] [0.033]
Sensitivity to market risk 0.008 0.003 0.007 �0.003 0.038 0.001

[0.015] [0.015] [0.015] [0.015] [0.032] [0.015]
Foreclosures �0.002nn

�0.003nn
�0.001 �0.005nn

�0.024n
�0.006nnn

[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.002] [0.012] [0.002]
Leverage �2.659 �2.277 �1.590 �3.296 �5.314 2.682

[2.840] [2.869] [2.848] [3.872] [9.874] [3.428]
Deposit-to-asset ratio �0.709 �0.006 �0.388 �0.274 11.532n 0.961

[1.733] [1.763] [1.745] [2.093] [6.957] [1.786]
Market capitalization 0.715nnn 0.526nnn 0.410nnn 0.454nnn 0.431 0.422nn

[0.158] [0.159] [0.133] [0.170] [0.671] [0.169]
Size �0.635nnn -4.347 �0.545nnn

�0.233 �0.552 0.026
[0.197] [12.015] [0.169] [0.221] [1.065] [0.213]

Age 0.008nn 0.009nnn 0.008nn 0.003 0.024nn 0.004
[0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.004] [0.010] [0.004]

Size2 0.032
[0.842]

Size3 0.005
[0.020]

Peer Group 1 indicator 3.456nnn

[1.156]
DCoVaR 1.780n

[0.938]
Industry fixed effects? Yes 0.058 0.094 Yes Yes Yes
Regulator fixed effects? Yes 318 392 Yes Yes Yes
Pseudo-R2 0.178 0.200 0.217 0.194 0.361 0.201
N_obs 403 424 424 362 84 363
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political connections under the ‘‘too-big-to-fail’’ doctrine.
While all of our tests have excluded the largest CPP
investments announced at program initiation, it is possi-
ble that the list of the unconditionally supported systemi-
cally important institutions extends to other large banks.
To address this possibility, we additionally exclude the
top 5% (21 firms) of the largest firms in our sample.
Column 1 in Table 5 shows the results of estimating our
logit model of CPP application approval after excluding
this set of the largest banks. All qualitative conclusions
hold, and the quantitative results are similar.

Although bank size is typically viewed as one proxy of
systemic importance, we would like to allow for various
functional forms of this relation. In column 2, we introduce
higher-order powers of size, namely size squared and size
cubed. In column 3, we use a size-based definition of a
systemically important institution based on the regulators’
classification of banks into peer groups. In particular, the
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council divides
all financial institutions into 15 peer groups based on asset
size. In column 3, we introduce a dummy variable for the
170 financial institutions that belong to Peer Group 1, the
subset of the largest banks with book assets of at least $3
billion. As shown in columns 2 and 3 in Table 5, the
relation between political connections and the likelihood
of CPP approval holds robustly under these alternative
specifications. As expected, the coefficient on the indicator
variable for Peer Group 1 is positive and significant at the
1% level, indicating that the banks in this regulatory group
were significantly more likely to be approved for govern-
ment funds. From an economic perspective, a CPP appli-
cant from Peer Group 1 was 5.8% more likely to be
approved for government funding than its counterpart
with similar financial condition and performance.

It is also possible that the effect of systemic importance
extends well beyond the largest banks and plays a signifi-
cant role for midsize financial institutions. To distill the
effect of political connections from that of systemic
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importance, we construct size-matched subsamples of poli-
tically connected and unconnected banks. For each con-
nected bank, with at least one measure of political influence
greater than zero, we identify an unconnected bank, whose
measures of political influence are all zero, closest in size
(total assets). To ensure equitable size within each pair, we
use only observations for which the difference in size
between a connected firm and its unconnected match does
not exceed 10%. Next, we reestimate our base logit specifi-
cation in the subsample of connected and unconnected
firms and report our results in column 4 of Table 5. The
effect of political influence remains statistically significant
and qualitatively similar despite the noticeable reduction in
sample size as a result of the relatively restrictive size
matching.

It is also possible that asset size alone is an insufficient
statistic to capture systemic importance. For example, as
a result of variation in the number of banks across different
states, a smaller financial institution may be more impor-
tant for its regional financial system than a bank of similar
size located in a state with a high concentration of banks. If
regionally important banks are more likely to be politically
connected, this scenario could explain the positive relation
between political influence and CPP application approval.

To test this alternative hypothesis, we construct a sample
of connected and unconnected banks of similar size head-
quartered in the same state. Specifically, for each connected
institution, we choose an unconnected bank closest in size
and domiciled in the same state. As before, we require
that the difference in size between two institutions within
each pair not exceed 10%. We then repeat the estimation
of our main logit specification in the matched subsample.
The estimation results, shown in column 5 of Table 5, are
qualitatively similar to the findings in the main analysis and
indicate a strong positive effect of political connections on
the likelihood of approval for government funds.

Another alternative explanation we consider is that bank
size, even when measured within the respective geographic
region, does not fully reflect the bank’s role in the financial
system. In particular, a bank of a given size may be more
systemically important if it is interconnected with a greater
number of financial institutions. The failure of such a bank,
even if relatively small in the context of the entire system,
may cause systemic distress as a result of the ripple effect
on the stability of connected institutions.

To estimate systemic importance of individual institu-
tions, we use DCoVaR—a measure of systemic risk proposed
in Adrian and Brunnermeier (2011). Intuitively, this measure
estimates a bank’s marginal contribution to systemic risk of
the financial sector. In contrast to the traditional risk
measures, which focus on the individual risk of financial
institutions, such as value-at-risk (VaR), expected shortfall,
and the volatility of losses, DCoVaR captures the risk spil-
lover across the financial network (such as the distortion in
the supply of credit and capital) resulting from distress of a
given financial institution.

More specifically, we define CoVaR of a particular bank as
VaR of the financial sector conditional on this bank being in
distress. Next, we find the difference between the computed
CoVaR of an individual bank and the unconditional VaR of the
financial system. This difference, DCoVaR, which captures the
marginal addition of a particular bank to the overall systemic
risk, serves as an alternative control for systemic importance
in our robustness tests. Appendix C provides the detailed
procedure for computing DCoVaR for our sample firms.

Column 6 of Table 5 presents the results of reestimat-
ing our base logit model of CPP application approval, in
which we use DCoVaR as an additional proxy for a firm’s
systemic importance, while also controlling for firm size.
We find that DCoVaR is positively and significantly
related to the likelihood of receiving CPP capital, consis-
tent with the conjectured role of systemic importance in
CPP investment decisions. The positive effect of the index
of political influence remains significant at the 5% level
even in a reduced sample and after controlling for an
additional dimension of systemic risk.

Collectively, the evidence in this section suggests that
our results are robust to the choice of control variables
and measures of systemic importance, and that our
evidence is difficult to explain by omitted or unobservable
firm characteristics.
4.3. Performance of investments in politically

connected firms

In this section, we compare the expost performance of
investments in politically connected firms to that of their
unconnected counterparts. Since all public CPP recipients
are charged the same dividend rate on the Treasury’s
capital investment, the main mechanism through which
the Treasury can capture the upside from these invest-
ments is through the ten-year warrants, which the Treas-
ury received on the stock of participating institutions. Put
simply, the returns to taxpayers from each CPP invest-
ment depend on the subsequent stock performance of
each CPP participant. Therefore, to assess the expost
performance of government investments, we focus pri-
marily on subsequent stock returns and market-based
valuation measures of recipient institutions. For comple-
teness, we also include accounting-based measures.

In Table 6, we study the performance of politically
connected and unconnected recipients of government
funds. First, we provide evidence on the relation between
political connections and the performance of CPP banks
before the treatment effect of government capital infu-
sions (from 2006 to 3Q2008, inclusive). Panel A of Table 6
shows the results of panel regressions, where the depen-
dent variable is a measure of accounting performance
(ROA, column 1), market valuation (Tobin’s Q, columns 2
and 3), or stock performance (raw, market-adjusted, and
industry-adjusted stock returns in columns 4–6, respec-
tively). The detailed definitions and formulas for each
performance measure are provided in the caption of
Table 6 and in Appendix C. The performance measures
are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles. The
performance tests are estimated for the set of 294 pub-
licly traded CPP recipients in our main sample. To ensure
temporal consistency across all variables, we use quar-
terly data in all regressions. To account for serial correla-
tion in residuals at the level of each financial institution,
standard errors are clustered at the bank level.



Table 6
Investment performance.

This table presents estimates from panel regressions where the dependent variable is a measure of firm performance: return on assets, Tobin’s Q, and

stock returns. The sample consists of the publicly traded firms that received CPP funds. All variables are measured at quarterly frequency. Panel A

considers the period before CPP investments, from the second quarter of 2006 to the last quarter of 2008. Bank-level controls include Capital adequacy,

Asset quality, Liquidity, Sensitivity to market risk, Foreclosures, Leverage, Deposit-to-asset ratio, and Size. The sample period in Panels B and C covers the

second quarter of 2006 through the second quarter of 2010. After CPP investment is an indicator variable equal to zero before 2009 and one thereafter. ROA

is return on assets. Tobin’s Q is the book value of assets minus the book value of equity plus the market value of equity divided by the book value of assets.

In column 3, we use an alternative definition of Tobin’s Q to control for outliers, which divides the firm’s market value by 0.9 times its book value plus 0.1

times its market value. Market-adjusted returns are raw returns minus the returns on the CRSP value-weighted index. Industry-adjusted returns are raw

returns minus industry returns, where industries are defined by the two-digit SIC codes. All regressions in Panels B and C include bank fixed effects.

Variable definitions are provided in Appendix C. The standard errors (in brackets) are heteroskedasticity consistent and clustered at the bank level.

Significance levels are indicated as follows: n
¼10%, nn

¼5%, nnn
¼1%.

Dependent variable ROA Tobin’s Q Tobin’s Q

(alternative

definition)

Raw returns Market-

adjusted

returns

Industry-

adjusted

returns

Model number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Pre-CPP performance

Political connections index �0.336 3.480 3.047 �0.004 �0.038 �0.037

[0.454] [3.223] [2.819] [0.025] [0.024] [0.025]

Bank-level controls? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.151 0.097 0.097 0.015 0.004 0.008

N_obs 3,945 3,628 3,628 3,488 3,488 3,488

Panel B: Univariate tests

After CPP investment
�0.790n

�4.080nnn
�3.683nnn

�0.017 �0.086nnn
�0.107nnn

[0.416] [0.803] [0.713] [0.028] [0.028] [0.028]

After CPP investment� Political connections index
�1.439nn

�3.254nn
�2.849nn

�0.091nn
�0.106nn

�0.083nn

[0.722] [1.510] [1.339] [0.041] [0.052] [0.039]

Bank fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.468 0.648 0.648 0.042 0.044 0.063

N_obs 5,906 5,438 5,438 5,254 5,254 5,254

Panel C: Multivariate tests

After CPP investment
�0.391 �1.265 �1.187 �0.010 �0.108nnn

�0.124nnn

[0.400] [1.014] [0.901] [0.030] [0.029] [0.028]

After CPP investment� Political connections index
�1.604nn

�4.967nn
�4.364nn

�0.077nn
�0.111nn

�0.088n

[0.688] [1.961] [1.742] [0.035] [0.053] [0.051]

Capital adequacy
0.002 0.018n 0.016n 0.001 0.000 0.001

[0.004] [0.010] [0.009] [0.001] [0.000] [0.001]

Asset quality
0.173 0.562 0.505 0.006 0.012 0.007

[0.236] [0.352] [0.314] [0.010] [0.007] [0.007]

Liquidity
0.029nnn 0.042 0.034 0.001 0.003nn 0.004nnn

[0.010] [0.053] [0.045] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

Sensitivity to market risk
�0.001 �0.001 �0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001

[0.007] [0.021] [0.019] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

Foreclosures
�0.003nnn

�0.003nn
�0.003nn

�0.000nnn 0.000 0.000

[0.000] [0.001] [0.001] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Leverage
�0.376 �17.796nnn

�15.805nnn
�0.358nnn

�0.056 �0.109

[0.740] [2.586] [2.298] [0.072] [0.077] [0.071]

Deposit-to-asset ratio
1.064 18.474nnn 16.408nnn 0.377nnn 0.121 0.187nn

[0.743] [3.031] [2.689] [0.086] [0.090] [0.083]

Size
�0.311 �10.106nnn

�8.997nnn
�0.136nnn 0.047n 0.019

[0.270] [1.127] [1.004] [0.019] [0.026] [0.024]

Bank fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.461 0.731 0.731 0.057 0.045 0.061

N_obs 5,906 5,438 5,438 5,254 5,254 5,254
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The key independent variable of interest is a firm’s
political connections index. Other firm-level control vari-
ables include capital adequacy, asset quality, liquidity,
sensitivity to market risk, foreclosures, leverage, deposit-
to-asset ratio, and size. The results in Panel A indicate that
the performance of politically connected and unconnected
firms was not significantly different before CPP invest-
ments. In particular, the coefficient on the political
connections index is never significantly different from zero
across all columns. These results suggest that we do not
observe a significant pre-trend differential in the perfor-
mance of connected and unconnected firms before CPP.

Panel B of Table 6 shows univariate difference-in-
differences tests of performance between connected and
unconnected CPP recipients after government infusions.
The set of outcome variables includes the same measures
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of performance and valuation as in Panel A of Table 6. The
set of independent variables includes an indicator vari-
able After CPP investment, which is equal to zero before
January 2009 and one thereafter. While each CPP recipient
received its federal investment on a different date, nearly
all investments in our sample (89.9% by capital amount)
were announced in October–December 2008. Therefore,
for simplicity and standardization, we define the period
beginning in January 2009 as the period After CPP

investment.
The key independent variable of interest is the interac-

tion term of the dummy After CPP investment and the
political connections index. The coefficient on this term
captures the difference in performance changes, if any,
between politically connected and unconnected firms fol-
lowing government investment. To control for all observable
and unobservable time-invariant firm-level characteristics,
all regressions include firm fixed effects. The time period is a
five-year window ending in the second quarter of 2010 (the
most recent period available at the time of data collection),
and standard errors are clustered at the firm level.

All regression specifications in Panel B of Table 6 paint a
consistent picture of the performance of politically connected
investments. The coefficient on the interaction term After CPP

investment� Political connections index is always negative and
statistically significant at the 5% level. To the extent that our
results in Panel A imply no significant difference in pre-CPP
performance between connected and unconnected firms, the
evidence in Panel B suggests that investments in politically
connected firms significantly underperformed those in their
unconnected counterparts. The differences in performance
are also economically significant. For instance, an increase of
one standard deviation in the political connections index
corresponds to a 0.16 percentage points decline in quarterly
ROA.11 Similarly, an increase of one standard deviation in the
political connections index corresponds to a decrease of 1.14
percentage points per quarter in market-adjusted returns.12

Panel C of Table 6 augments the analysis in Panel B
with a set of firm-level controls, which capture time-
variant measures of bank condition, which may account
for the difference in after-CPP performance. The depen-
dent variables, the sample firms, and the time interval are
the same as in Panel B. The key independent variables are
the dummy After CPP investment and its interaction term
with the political connections index. In addition, the set of
independent variables includes capital adequacy, asset
quality, liquidity, sensitivity to market risk, foreclosures,
leverage, deposit-to-asset ratio, and size.

The results from multivariate tests in Panel C of
Table 6 are consistent with the univariate evidence
reported in Panel B. The coefficient on the interaction
term After CPP investment� Political connections index is
11 We obtain the decline of 0.16 percentage points in quarterly ROA

by multiplying the standard deviation of the Political connections index

(0.108) by �1.439, the regression coefficient on ‘‘After CPP invest-

ment’’� ‘‘Political connections index.’’
12 We obtain a decrease of 1.14 percentage points in quarterly

market-adjusted returns by multiplying the standard deviation of the

Political connections index (0.108) by �0.106, the regression coefficient

on ‘‘After CPP investment’’� ‘‘Political connections index.’’
always negative and statistically significant at the 5% level
(except for column 6, where it is significant at the 10%
level). The economic magnitudes in the multivariate tests
are also similar to those reported in the univariate
evidence. For example, an increase of one standard
deviation in the political connections index is associated
with an after-CPP decline in quarterly ROA of 0.17
percentage points (49.6% of the mean ROA and 11.7% of
the standard deviation in ROA), and a decrease in quar-
terly market-adjusted returns of 1.20 percentage points
(34.3% of the mean market-adjusted return and 6.02% of
the standard deviation in market-adjusted returns), con-
trolling for firm fixed effects and time-variant measures of
financial condition. Among other variables, firm perfor-
mance was weaker for banks with greater foreclosures,
higher leverage, and lower deposit-to-asset ratios.

In summary, the evidence in this section indicates that
investments in politically connected firms underper-
formed those in their unconnected counterparts. To the
extent that monetary returns on investment can be used
as an indicator of investment efficiency, our findings are
consistent with agency-type inefficiencies from political
influence predicted in Shleifer and Vishny (1994) and
inconsistent with the efficiency-improving role of politi-
cal connections.

5. Conclusion

This paper provides empirical evidence on the role of
corporate political connections in government investment
decisions. We consider a wide range of measures of political
influence—from ties to Congress representatives and regula-
tors to lobbying expenditures and campaign contributions—

and find a strong positive relation between a firm’s political
connections and its access to federal investment funds.

We then seek to distinguish between two views on the
role of political influence: (1) the view that political connec-
tions reduce the efficiency of government investment by
benefiting connected firms and politicians at public expense;
and (2) the view that political connections improve the
efficiency of government investment by resolving the infor-
mation asymmetry in the federal investment process. Using
expost financial performance of government investments as
an indicator of investment efficiency, we find evidence
consistent with the former view—namely, that investments
in politically connected firms deliver inferior returns.

However, there may exist other important social benefits
from investing in politically connected firms that are not
captured by monetary or financial returns. Examples of these
social benefits may include job creation, financial stability,
and community services such as lending to important socio-
economic groups. The analysis of these broader, less tangible
social benefits from supporting politically connected firms is
an interesting area for future research.

Appendix A. Primary banking regulators of qualifying
financial institutions

The Federal Reserve is the primary regulator for bank
holding companies and state-chartered banks that are
members of the Federal Reserve System.13 Together, these
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institutions account for more than 85% of QFIs in our
sample and represent over 95% of assets.

The FDIC has supervisory authority over state-char-
tered banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve
System. These banks comprise the majority of institutions
in the banking system, but most of them are held by bank
holding companies, and their applications must be also
submitted to the Federal Reserve.

The OCC regulates and supervises all national banks. In
contrast to state banks, which are chartered by state
banking departments and regulated by state banking
laws, national banks are chartered by the OCC and
regulated by federal banking laws. Further, unlike state
banks, national banks are required to be investing mem-
bers of the Federal Reserve System. National banks are
typically larger than state banks but do not need to have
nationwide operations. The decision of a bank to seek a
federal or state charter often depends on its preference for
regulatory authorities and regulating laws, since laws in
some states give state banks more authority than national
banks to engage in selected nonbank activities, such as
real estate investments, among others.

OTS supervises savings associations (thrifts) and sav-
ings and loan holding companies. In the past, the primary
operations of savings associations were limited to accept-
ing deposits and making residential mortgage loans.
However, the differences between banks and savings
associations have diminished over time, and under the
current law, thrifts are authorized to offer largely all
banking services. Savings and loan holding companies
are companies that own savings associations.

Appendix B. Sample disclosures of CPP application status

B.1. Application submission

Disclosure: ‘‘On November 14, 2008, the Company applied
for the maximum funds available through the TARP Capital
Purchase Program, which was approximately $28.0 million
or three percent of our risk-weighted assets.’’

Company: Commonwealth Bankshares
Source: Annual report for the fiscal year ended Decem-

ber 31, 2008, p. 17.

B.2. Decision not to apply

Disclosure: ‘‘In light of the Company’s regulatory capi-
tal, which is significantly in excess of well capitalized
standards, and taking into consideration the Company’s
projected earnings, asset growth, and business strategy,
we have decided not to seek Federal funding through the
U.S. Treasury Department’s Capital Purchase Program,
although we believe we would be eligible for such funds.’’

Company: Louisiana Bancorp
Source: Quarterly report for the period ending September

30, 2008, p. 23.
13 In cases where the applying institution is a bank holding

company, the application is submitted both to the regulator overseeing

the largest bank of the holding company and to the Federal Reserve.
B.3. Application approval and acceptance of funding

Disclosure: ‘‘Susquehanna Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ:
SUSQ) has received preliminary approval to participate in
the U.S. Treasury Department’s voluntary Capital Pur-
chase Program. Under the program, Susquehanna applied
for and will receive $300 million in capital and in return
will issue the Treasury $300 million in shares of Susque-
hanna preferred stock and warrants to purchase $45
million of Susquehanna common stock.’’

Company: Susquehanna Bancshares
Source: Press release entitled ‘‘Susquehanna Banc-

shares, Inc. to Participate in U.S. Treasury Capital Purchase
Program,’’ November 29, 2008.

B.4. Application approval and decision not to accept funding

Disclosure: ‘‘Chemical Financial Corporation (Nasdaq:
CHFC) today announced that the Company has deter-
mined not to accept an $84 million capital investment
recently approved as part of the U.S. Department of the
Treasury’s Capital Purchase Program (CPP). Given the
short timeframe between the release of the final CPP
guidelines and agreements and the application deadline,
the Company felt the prudent course of action was to
submit its application to participate, and then take the
opportunity to carefully consider all aspects of accepting
funds awarded through the CPP. After such consideration,
the Company’s Board and management determined that
the various restrictions and potential dilution to existing
shareholders outweighed any potential benefits from the
Company’s participation in the CPP.’’

Company: Chemical Financial Corporation
Source: Press release entitled ‘‘Chemical Financial Cor-

poration Voluntarily Declines Participation in TARP Capi-
tal Purchase Program,’’ December 18, 2008.

Appendix C. Variable definitions

C.1. CPP variables
CPP application¼ indicator equal to one if the firm applied
for CPP funds.
CPP approval¼ indicator equal to one if the firm was
approved for (conditional on applying) CPP funds.
CPP investment¼ indicator equal to one if the firm
received (conditional on approval) CPP funds.
C.2. Political variables

House Financial Services Subcommittee¼average of four
indicators, each equal to one if the representative from the
firm’s district served on the Subcommittee on Financial
Institutions or the Subcommittee on Capital Markets in
either 2008 or 2009. Thus, we have two indicators for each
of the 2 years. For example, if a representative served on the
Financial Institutions Subcommittee but not the Capital
Markets Subcommittee in both 2008 and 2009, a firm from
this representative’s district will be assigned a score of 0.50.



14 These orders prohibit bank managers convicted of unlawful

activities or unsound banking practices from involvement in any insured

depository institution without prior regulatory approval.
15 Cease-and-desist orders are issued when a regulator determines

that a bank has engaged in ‘‘an unsafe or unsound banking practice or a

violation of law.’’ These orders require banks to take corrective actions

specified by the banking regulator.
16 These orders require banking organizations to pay fines for

engaging in unsafe banking practices, violations of law, or noncompli-

ance with orders of banking regulators.
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Number of connected board members¼number of direc-
tors in 2008 or 2009 with simultaneous or former work
experience at the banking regulators (Federal Reserve,
FDIC, OTS, and OCC), Treasury, or Congress.

Lobbying amount¼size-scaled total expenditures on
lobbying activity targeted at the banking regulators,
Treasury, or Congress on the issues of banking, financial
institutions, or bankruptcy from the first quarter of 2008
to the first quarter of 2009, inclusive.

Contributions to Financial Services Subcommittee mem-

bers¼size-scaled total political contributions by the firm-
sponsored political action committee(s) to the members
of the Capital Markets Subcommittee and the Financial
Institutions Subcommittee of the House Financial Services
Committee in the 2008 congressional election campaign.

Political connections index¼a firm’s average percentile
rank in our sample on each of the four measures of
political connections; the index is scaled to range from
zero (low) to one (high).

C.3. Financial variables

Capital adequacy¼Tier 1 risk-based capital ratio,
defined as Tier 1 capital divided by risk-weighted assets.

Capital adequacy refers to the amount of a bank’s
capital relative to the risk profile of its assets. Broadly,
this criterion evaluates the extent to which a bank can
absorb potential losses. Tier 1 capital comprises the more
liquid subset of bank’s capital, whose largest components
include common stock, paid-in-surplus, retained earnings,
and noncumulative perpetual preferred stock. To compute
the amount of risk-adjusted assets in the denominator of
the ratio, all assets are divided into risk classes (defined
by bank regulators), and less risky assets are assigned
smaller weights, thus contributing less to the denomina-
tor of the ratio. The intuition behind this approach is that
banks holding riskier assets require a greater amount of
capital to remain well capitalized.

In the robustness section, we also test an alternative
specification of capital adequacy: core capital (leverage)
ratio, determined as a ratio of Tier 1 capital to average
total assets minus ineligible intangibles.

Asset quality¼the negative of net losses, scaled by total
loans and leases.

Asset quality evaluates the overall condition of a
bank’s portfolio. A higher proportion of net losses indi-
cates lower asset quality. For ease of interpretation, this
ratio is included with a negative sign so that greater
values of this proxy reflect higher asset quality.

In the robustness section, we also test an alternative
measure: the ratio of loan and lease allowance to total
loans. This ratio (also included with a negative sign)
measures the adequacy of the allowance created by the
bank to absorb losses on nonperforming loans.

Management quality¼the negative of the number of
corrective actions that were taken against bank execu-
tives by the corresponding banking regulator (FED, OTS,
FDIC, and OCC) between 2006 and 2009.

In our sample, we have a total of 697 orders issued to
166 QFIs. The most frequent enforcement actions include
prohibitions from further participation in banking activ-
ities,14 orders to cease and desist,15 and orders to pay civil
money penalties.16 To avoid subjectivity, we do not attempt
to assess the severity of each corrective action but rather
use the total number of enforcement orders issued to a QFI
over the three-year period.

Earnings¼return on assets (ROA), measured as the
ratio of the annualized net income in the trailing quarter
to average total assets. For robustness, we also measure
Earnings using net interest income to earning assets.

Liquidity¼cash divided by deposits. For robustness, we
also measure Liquidity using the ratio of core deposits to
asset growth.

Sensitivity to market risk¼the sensitivity to interest
rate risk, defined as the ratio of the absolute difference
(gap) between short-term assets and short-term liabilities
to earning assets.

The primary focus of risk analysis by bank regulators is
on interest rate risk. The gap between short-term assets and
liabilities approximates the net amount of assets or liabilities
that need to be repriced within one year, affecting earnings.
A greater absolute value of the gap reflects a higher interest
rate risk.

Foreclosures¼value of foreclosed assets divided by net
loans and leases.

Market capitalization¼natural logarithm of market
capitalization in $000.

Leverage¼total debt divided by total book assets.
Deposit-to-asset ratio¼total deposits divided by total

book assets.
C.4. Demographic variables

Size¼the natural logarithm of total assets, defined as
all assets owned by the bank holding company, including
cash, loans, securities, bank premises, and other assets.
This total does not include off-balance-sheet accounts.

Peer Group 1 indicator¼an indicator variable that
equals one if a bank belongs to Peer Group 1 of financial
institutions, a subset of the largest banks with book assets
of at least $3 billion (as of September 30, 2008), as defined
by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council.

Age¼age (in years) of the oldest bank owned by the
bank holding company as of 2009.
C.5. Systemic importance (DCoVaR)

DCoVaR¼a measure of systemic risk developed by
Adrian and Brunnermeier (2011). This proxy estimates a
bank’s marginal contribution to systemic risk of the
financial sector. DCoVaR is the difference between CoVaR
of an individual bank (i.e., value-at-risk of the financial
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sector conditional on this bank being in distress) and the
unconditional value-at-risk of the financial system.

To estimate DCoVaR, we follow the methodology in
Adrian and Brunnermeier (2011) and compute VaR and
DCoVaR based on financial institutions’ growth rates in
market-valued total financial assets. Formally, denote by
MEt

i
the market value of an intermediary i’s total equity,

and by LEVt
i

the ratio of total assets to book equity. We
define the normalized change in market value of total
financial assets, Xti

t
, by

Xti
t ¼

MEi
tLEVi

t�MEi
t�1LEVi

t�1

MEi
t�1LEVi

t�1

:

Analogously, the growth rate of market-valued total
assets for the financial system as a whole is given by the
total market-value-weighted sum of the Xtt

i
across all

institutions. Since the estimation of VaR and DCoVaR
requires market data, we limit our sample to publicly
traded eligible firms with at least ten years of available
historical data. After applying this filter, we end up with a
sample of 363 firms, of which 282 were awarded CPP
capital.17

We start our estimation period in January 1986 and
end in December 2008, using daily market data from the
Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and quar-
terly balance sheet data from Compustat. We calculate
17 In an alternative specification, we also estimate VaR and DCoVaR

based on a broader universe of financial institutions, which also includes

publicly traded broker-dealers, insurance companies, and real-estate

firms (SIC codes 62, 63–64, and 65–66, respectively). Although the vast

majority of these firms are ineligible for CPP participation, their inclu-

sion in the sample enables us to estimate the interconnectedness of QFIs

with firms in other sectors of financial services. Our results (unreported)

are qualitatively similar.
the total market-value-weighted sum of the Xtt
i

across all
institutions in our sample and define the combined VaR of
the financial system as the bottom 5% of the growth rate
between 1986 and 2008. In a final step, for each QFI, we
compute the measure of systemic risk, DCoVaR, as the
difference between VaR of the whole system conditional
on institution i having a growth rate equal to its own VaR
and the system’s unconditional VaR.
C.6. Performance

ROA¼quarterly return on assets.
Tobin’s Q¼the book value of assets minus the book

value of equity plus the market value of equity divided by
the book value of assets.

Tobin’s Q (alternative definition)¼the book value of
assets minus the book value of equity plus the market
value of equity divided by 0.9 times the book value plus
0.1 times the market value.

Market-adjusted returns¼quarterly raw returns minus
the returns on the CRSP value-weighted index.

Industry-adjusted returns¼quarterly raw returns minus
industry returns, where industries are defined by the two-
digit SIC code.
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Appendix D.

See Table D1.
Table D1
Index of political connections and the most connected banks.

This appendix shows the most connected firms in our sample. For each institution, we report the firm’s name, the value of its political connections

index, the ranking of its qualified lobbying expenditures and qualified campaign contributions (the rank of 1 indicates the highest value in the

sample), the number of connected board members in 2008–2009, and the value of the House Financial Services Subcommittee index. Panel A lists the top

ten most connected firms in the sample of 537 institutions with known CPP application status. Panel B lists the top ten most connected firms in the

sample of 529 firms that excludes the first wave of the eight largest CPP investments. The value of the political connections index computed for the

respective sample is shown in each panel. The symbol ‘‘–’’ indicates that the firm did not make qualified lobbying expenditures or qualified campaign

contributions.

Rank Bank name
Political

connections index

Lobbying,

rank

Contributions to

Financial Services

Subcommittees, rank

Number of connected

board members

House Financial Services

Subcommittee index

Panel A: All CPP eligible firms

1 JPMORGAN CHASE 0.989 2 2 7 1

2 CITIGROUP 0.988 1 6 8 1

3 GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP 0.985 3 5 5 1

4 MORGAN STANLEY 0.976 8 4 3 1

5 BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON 0.969 18 10 3 1

6 BANK OF AMERICA 0.961 4 1 6 0.5

7 HUNTINGTON BANCSHARES 0.951 23 17 3 0.75

8 WELLS FARGO 0.937 10 3 5 0

9 STATE STREET CORPORATION 0.927 8 14 2 0.5

10 U.S. BANCORP 0.900 15 9 1 0.5

Panel B: CPP eligible firms, excluding the eight largest CPP investments

1 HUNTINGTON BANCSHARES 0.968 15 10 3 0.75

2 U.S. BANCORP 0.909 9 3 1 0.5

3 TCF FINANCIAL CORPORATION 0.886 19 5 1 0.25

4 DISCOVER FINANCIAL SERVICES 0.851 7 – 5 1

5 AMERIPRISE FINANCIAL 0.838 5 7 4 0

6 PNC FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP 0.835 11 12 7 0

7 AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY 0.827 1 1 2 0

8 BB&T CORPORATION 0.813 – 4 2 0.5

9 FIFTH THIRD BANCORP 0.809 17 25 2 0

10 WILMINGTON TRUST CORPORATION 0.794 – 21 1 1
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